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Abstract

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are both crucial and sensitive as they contain
essential information and are frequently shared among different parties including
hospitals, pharmacies or private clinics. This information must remain correct, up
to date, private, and accessible only to the authorized people. Moreover, the ac-
cess must also be assured under special conditions - mass crises like hurricanes
or earthquakes - where disruption, decentralized responses, and chaos could po-
tentially lead to wrong procedures or even malicious behaviors.

The introduction of blockchain - a distributed ledger where the records are
stored in a linked sequence of blocks and are theoretically difficult to delete or
tamper with - made possible to design and implement new solutions for more
failure-resistant EHRs applications adopting a distributed and decentralized phi-
losophy, in contrast with the central ones based on cloud infrastructures or even
local solutions. In this context, this work provides a systematic study to under-
stand whether permissioned blockchain implementations could be of any benefit
to managing health records in emergency situations caused by natural disasters.
After the design and implementation of a basic prototype for an EHRs manage-
ment system in Hyperledger Fabric and the execution of a set of test cases based
on the simulation of the Haiti earthquake of 2010, it was possible to discuss the
benefits and tradeoffs that the system entails. The discussion focused on the per-
formance parameters like throughput, latency, memory and CPU usage.

The system allowed the patients and practitioners to share and access EHRs
and be able to detect and react to the crisis situations. Moreover, it behaved
correctly in the presence of malicious nodes assuring throughputs and latencies
still lower, compared to current centralized systems like credit card payments,
but already up to two orders of magnitude higher than permissionless block-
chain implementations. Even though there is still a lot of work to do, the system
represented by the prototype could be an interesting alternative for networks of
healthcare companies to help ensuring the continuity of treatment while preserv-
ing privacy and confidentiality in extreme situations.
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Sammanfattning

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) är både viktiga och känsliga då de innehål-
ler viktig information som ofta delas mellan flera parter, såsom sjukhus, apotek,
och privata kliniker. Den här informationen måste hållas korrekt, uppdaterad,
privat, och tillgänglig endast till auktoriserad personer. Vidare, tillgången till in-
formation måste vara försäkrad under extraordinära händelser, masskriser såsom
orkaner och jordbävningar - då distribution, decentraliserade åtgärder, och kaos
potentiellt kan leda till fel åtgärder, till och med skadligt beteende.

Introduceringen av blockchain - en distruberad ledger"vars recordslagras i en
länkad sekvens av block som är teoretiskt svåra att förstöra eller manipulera -
har möjligjort designen och implementationen av ny lösningar för mer krash-
resistanta EHR applikationer som antar en distribuerad och decentraliserad fi-
losofi, i motsats till de centrala som bygger på molninfrastrukturer eller till och
med lokala lösningar. I det här sammanhanget ger detta arbete en systematisk
studie för att förstå huruvida permission-baserade blockchain-implementationer
kan vara till nytta för att hantera hälso information (records) i nödsituationer or-
sakade av naturkatastrofer. Efter utformningen och genomförandet av en grund-
läggande prototyp för ett system för hantering av EHR i Hyperledger Fabric och
genomförandet av en uppsättning testfall baserade på simuleringen av jordbäv-
ningen i Haiti 2010 kunde vi diskutera de fördelar och avvägningar som systemet
medför. Diskussionen fokuserade på prestanda parametrar som throughput, la-
tens, minne och CPU-användning. Systemet gjorde det möjligt för patienterna
och utövarna att dela och komma åt EHR och kunna upptäcka och reagera på
krissituationerna. Dessutom uppträdde det korrekt i närvaro av skadliga noder
och säkerställde throughput och latens, vilket var lägre jämfört med nuvaran-
de centraliserade system som kreditkortsbetalningar, men upp till två storleks-
ordningar högre än permission-lösa blockchain-implementeringar. Trots att det
fortfarande finns mycket arbete att göra skulle det system som representeras av
prototypen kunna vara ett intressant alternativ för nätverk av sjukvårdsföretag,
för att hjälpa till i extrema situationer och garantera kontinuiteten i behandlingen,
samtidigt som sekretess och konfidentialitet bevaras.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past decade, the healthcare sector has been undertaking profound im-
provements towards digitalization. What was handled with paper in the early
2000s is now accessed and managed through electronic devices. In particular,
Electronic Health Records (EHR) constitute the fulcrum of any healthcare digital
system as they are consulted every day to access the history and status of patients
[24][33].

The widespread use of EHRs has been incentivized throughout the years by
different acts and regulatory initiatives carried by different nations and institu-
tions. For what concerns the European Community, the most important initiative
is the Health European Interoperability Framework (eEIF) proposed in the Action
Plan of 2008 [13]. The U.S. followed in 2009 with the HITECH (Health and Infor-
mation Technology for Economic and Clinical Health) act [9] to incentivize EHRs
systems and foster their interoperability in order to improve the quality and pre-
cision of patient treatments. Moreover, the HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act) [11] was signed to regulate data privacy and protection
of sensitive medical information. The latter was necessary due to the prolifera-
tion of cyber-attacks against healthcare providers and health insurance compa-
nies and subsequent data breaches.

In fact, EHRs are both crucial and sensitive as they contain essential informa-
tion for diagnosis and medication of patients, and are frequently shared among
different parties including hospitals, pharmacies or private clinics. This informa-
tion comes together to form the anamnesis of a patient and must remain correct,
up to date, private, and accessible only to the authorized people. Moreover, the
access must also be assured under special conditions - mass crises like hurricanes
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

or earthquakes - where disruption, decentralized responses, and chaos could po-
tentially lead to wrong procedures or even malicious behaviors. Under these
exceptional circumstances, different treatments and access rules over the EHRs
must be allowed. Examples of these are the exclusive access rights granted to
humanitarian aid organizations, both governmental and non-governmental, to
rescue and treat people on the field. However, these should be documented for
auditing and accountability purposes and should not affect the privacy of an in-
dividual and the security of her personal information.

1.1 Background and problem

Before the introduction of smart contacts on the blockchain, the main discus-
sions on Electronic Health Record (EHR) Management focused on whether to use
cloud infrastructures [39][41] or local centralized systems for storing and sharing
EHRs. These centralized systems implied that each hospital and healthcare com-
pany would have to keep data on premise in locally managed structures and
databases.

However, centralized EHRs management systems present some issues as de-
scribed below:

• No patient control: The patients do not own the data and have no control
over it. The patients should own and control their data.

• Scattered records: As patients seek treatments in different structures, the
records are replicated. The information becomes scattered.

• Limited system interoperability: Different hospitals and health facilities have
different systems. Integration and interoperability issues are the conse-
quences.

• Inconvenient secure sharing: Often times, the process of sharing health
records is complex and time-consuming. In the U.S. a secure email stan-
dard called Direct is used to provide encrypted transmission between the
sender (for example, an E.R. physician) and receiver.

A part of the literature on EHRs management addresses these problems by
proposing centralized frameworks and systems for sharing EHRs on cloud in-
frastructures [39][41]. Although these frameworks brought solutions to many of
the challenges listed above, they still suffered from limitations especially as re-
lated to transparency, data ownership, and privacy. Moreover, the centralized
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model for EHRs management struggles in crisis and disaster scenarios because
the response to the emergency is often unorganized and decentralized.

Although natural disasters are rare events, they introduce new challenges as
the healthcare sector should be prepared and able to respond to the crisis promptly
[19]. In fact, flooding, tsunamis, and earthquakes could potentially disrupt facil-
ities and infrastructures, thereby limiting the access to records and patient infor-
mation. This is one of the arguments that demonstrate how decentralizing the
management of EHRs and replicating and distributing the information can as-
sure better performance and availability in disaster situations, compared to cen-
tralized models [29].

A decentralized system is a distributed network where no party has the full
control over the data and the operations, but the decisions are made collectively
through a consensus process. The parties forming the network are called nodes
and communicate through message passing [10]. Generally speaking, by sharing
and replicating the information, the network provides availability and robustness
especially in case of extensive failures. Moreover, Peer-to-peer systems (P2P) can
even provide data ownership as the private information can be stored and re-
quested only to the proprietary node. However, reaching consensus while pre-
serving anonymity, security, and correctness despite failures has been a challeng-
ing problem studied in the literature [8][10][28][27]. The introduction of block-
chain made possible to achieve it while preserving anonymity and providing se-
curity and traceability [49].

A blockchain is a data structure where the records are stored in a linked se-
quence of blocks. This sequence forms a distributed ledger, which means it is
replicated in multiple machines, called nodes, that communicate with one an-
other. The nodes form a peer to peer network where every update to the ledger
must be accepted by the network using a consensus protocol. The consensus pro-
tocol assures that everybody has the same view on the status of the system [49]. A
blockchain can be implemented in two main models: the permission-less, or pub-
lic model, and the permissioned model. In the public model, any participant can
join and leave at will because no rule restricts access and interaction. Therefore,
the data stored in a public blockchain (i.e., Bitcoin [37] or Ethereum [52]) is acces-
sible by anyone unless encryption and smart contract logic are employed. Besides
the public model, blockchain can also be employed in a restricted network where
the participants’ identities are known. This restricted model is usually referred
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to as permissioned or consortium. The model of participation has a significant
influence on how the consensus is reached by the network [50].

With the introduction of blockchain and the possibility to create distributed
and decentralized applications, new designs and solutions adopting the decen-
tralized philosophy have started to attract interests by the academia and the in-
dustry [3][12][22][29][39][53][32]. These solutions could be more resistant to fail-
ure than the central one in emergency situations. The literature on blockchain
for EHRs management has proposed systems based on both public and permis-
sioned blockchain implementations. Among the public solution, the first and
most important for completeness and relevance is MedRec [3]: an EHR manage-
ment system based on the public Ehtereum implementation designed for data
sharing and integration with current systems. However, MedRec and the largest
part of the subsequent literature fails to provide detailed analyses and tests. In
fact, most of the works focus on the design and implementation of blockchain so-
lutions without studies regarding performance and resiliency. Moreover, almost
every proposed solution does not take into account the particular case of a mass
emergency situation generated by natural disasters.

Therefore, it is important to analyze if and how a blockchain system designed
for health records would behave in such scenarios. This implies that an accurate
assessment of security and resiliency, as well as transaction throughput, must be
done to be sure that the system would meet the security and performance require-
ments. Among the requirements, it is possible to list: the ability to coordinate and
cooperate through a secure mean of communication; the ability to continuously
reach life-saving information; and the ability to let NGOs and rescuers join and
access medical records without compromising privacy and confidentiality. In this
context, blockchain is potentially the best solution because the operations during
a disaster are inherently decentralized and the help must be coordinated and on
time: this is essential when the life or well-being of someone is at stake.

1.2 Purpose

The thesis provides a systematic study to understand whether permissioned
blockchain implementations could be of any benefit to managing health records
in emergency situations caused by natural disasters. First, the thesis presents a
summary of consensus protocols in distributed systems and comprehensive in-
vestigation of the current applications of blockchain to manage EHRs. Then, it
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will be shown how the largest part of the literature about blockchain applied to
EHRs fails to provide detailed analyses and tests.

After the design and implementation of a basic EHRs management system and
the execution of a set of test cases, it will be possible to discuss the benefits and
trade-offs that the system entails. The discussion will focus on the performance
of a permissioned blockchain for EHRs management. Normal and disaster sce-
narios will be compared using the following indicators to get important insights
on how a crisis situation affects the operations of a blockchain network:

• Success rate: the number of successes and failures of a batch of requests. It
is important to limit the number of failures caused by a surge of requests
during an emergency;

• Transaction commit and read latency: this refers to the time it takes to the
blockchain-based system to process an access request to an EHR in a disas-
ter situation. It is important as timeliness in getting health data, especially
in emergencies, is critical [19].

• Transaction commit and state read throughput (TPS): this refers to the num-
ber of requests that can be managed by the system at the same time. Being
able to access and modify a growing number or request is essential to enable
everybody to interact with the system;

• Resource consumption (CPU, Memory and network IO): it is necessary to
take these parameters into account as they affect all the other indicators.

The decision of these performance indicators depends on the definitions pro-
vided by the Performance & Scalability Working Group (PSWG) [20][35].

To summarize, the research question can be formulated as follows:

Can a persmissioned blockchain implementation be employed to benefit the management
of electronic health records (EHR) in terms of data availability and accountability with
acceptable latencies and throughputs during emergency situations caused by natural

disasters (e.g., Haiti earthquake of 2010)?
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1.3 Goal

The thesis aims at designing a prototype for a simple blockchain based appli-
cation for EHRs that satisfies some requirements like information privacy, trace-
ability, secure information access and sharing in a decentralized fashion. The
prototype will be implemented with Hyperledger Fabric1 (HL Fabric) and will
serve also as an access control system to manage identities, provide traceability
and preserve the privacy of users and patients. The system could potentially be
used as a backup for health companies and be used in extreme situation to ensure
the continuity of treatment while preserving privacy and confidentiality.

The system will be tested in a simulation of a real disaster: the Haiti earthquake
of 2010. The goal of the tests is to demonstrate how the blockchain network can
tolerate disruption and partitions. Analyze how this system performs and reacts
to an extreme situation where a part of the nodes in the network crashed or start
presenting a Byzantine behavior caused by server failures. The system must al-
low the patients and practitioners to share and access EHRs and be able to detect
and react to the crisis situations by changing the network policies and allowing
new nodes representing the rescuers and humanitarian help. Moreover, it will
need to behave correctly in the presence of malicious nodes.

Some of the benefits that a permiossioned blockchain solution can provide to
the healthcare sector, and to EHRs in particular, can be listed as follows:

• Security: a blockchain is secure by design. In fact, under certain conditions,
the information stored on the ledger are tamper-proof ;

• Resiliency: a blockchain network is able to reach consensus and operate
correctly also in case of Byzantine failures;

• EMR sharing: through encryption and digital signature, it is possible to
securely share information;

• Avoid scattered information: the data is stored or referenced on the block-
chain, that becomes a source of truth;

1 https://www.hyperledger.org
HL Fabric is a blockchain framework supported by the Linux Foundation and backed by vari-
ous companies, including IBM. It has been adopted in this thesis as the work has been carried
out under the supervision of IBM.

https://www.hyperledger.org
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• Allow data access: the data can be accessed and modified only by trusted
entities, and the modifications are approved through consensus;

• Control accesses: in the same way, the accesses to a permissioned network
is regulated by policies and rules set by the parties;

• Enable doctors and rescuers to access life-saving information without com-
promising the privacy and security of the person and the system.

A permissioned blokchain could be used by hospitals and government both as
backup system and as an operating system in case of disruptions and emergen-
cies. It could grant easy access to information also to NGO and humanitarian help
while preserving the privacy and confidentiality of patients, and keeping medical
records secure and updated. It is also important to deny access after emergency
to people and associations that should not have access to the information.

1.4 Methods

The thesis, as well as the project, follows a realistic approach, with the aim to
understand how a blockchain-based health system behaves in mass crises sce-
narios. As mentioned above, a prototype will be designed and modeled after
the earthquake that stroke in Haiti in 2010. Therefore, the research will be orga-
nized and conducted with regard to a real use case that was well documented
in reports published by the World Health Organization [38] (WHO) and articles
written by doctors and researchers after the disaster [19][34][42]. The abundance
of resources provides a useful overview of the situation before the earthquake
and in the immediate aftermath.

The literature about the earthquake will be used to make assumptions that will
affect the prototype designing and testing processes. The assumptions will be
made on the number of active and destroyed hospitals as well as the extent of the
humanitarian help. It will be possible to assume the number of patients rescued
and treated in both camp and conventional hospitals. The prototype will model
and test two different states: the pre-disaster, or normal state, and the emergency
state. In fact, the two have different requirements in terms of transaction through-
put, access control policies and members allowed to access network. The design
will also address the state transition from one state to the other and the policies
that govern the access rights over the EHRs.
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The technology will be tested using an experimental methodology. This deci-
sion is the direct consequence of the distributed structure of a blockchain. In fact,
it is a complex system with many different setups that range from architectural
(number of nodes, type of consensus) to environmental (geographical distribu-
tion of nodes) passing by specific configuration variables (block size, transactions
dimension). All these setups affect the performances to a lower or greater ex-
tent. For example, it can be argued that in some blockchain implementations, the
reduction of the block creation time compromises the security.

Finally, the data generated from the testing phase on a local setup will be com-
bined with the Hyperledger Fabric literature and the use case assumptions to
establish conclusions. The discussion will use an abductive approach to explain
the obtained results and drive some conclusions on the trade-off between security
and performance.

1.5 Delimitation

The topic of blockchain in healthcare is broad and can range from health record
privacy and management to data analytics for the research. The scope of this the-
sis work is to undertake a feasibiliy study and address the performance of an EHR
system during the response to a mass crises generated by a natural disaster. The
project presents a simple access control and storage solution on top of the Hyper-
ledger Fabric permissioned blockchain with the main objective to execute tests
and experiments. This project has been carried out by two master thesis students
with two different purposes: one is presented in this thesis whereas the other as-
sesses how much a blockchain solution and its consensus mechanism can resist
unusual behavior before it starts behaving erratically. The two studies converge
on the topic of resiliency and the trade-off between security and performance.

1.6 Outline

Besides the introduction, the thesis is organized in other six chapters as follows:

• Chapter 2, Background: this chapter has the role of setting the basis for the
discussion following in the next chapters. It first introduces the concept of
blockchain and distributed systems as well as the difference between per-
missionless and permissioned models. Subsequently, the discussion focuses
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on consensus in distributed systems and then shifts it to the most repre-
sentative consensus protocols employed in various blockchain implemen-
tations. The chapter concludes with a rather broad description of Hyper-
ledger Fabric, the technology used in the thesis project, and its consensus
process.

• Chapter 3, Literature review: the review is made in the context of EHM
management systems with a particular attention on those implementations
that assess the scalability and performances or their implementations. Most
of the related work is on blockchain solutions, whereas a small part is on
cloud solutions. It will be possible to notice that only a small subset of
the literature actually focuses on the analysis of the systems in mass crises
scenarios.

• Chapter 4, Methods: the methods section illustrates the data model, the
design of the system, roles and responsibilities, as well as the requirements
of a EHRs management solution based on blockchain.

• Chapter 5, Project: this chapter explains the assumptions and technical spec-
ifications of the project.

• Chapter 6, Results and analysis: tests and results are shown and explained
in this chapter. The results are analyzed in the context of the thesis project
and followed by discussion on systems throughput and resiliency, as well
as the approaches to testing and analysis.

• Chapter 7, Conclusion: the chapter ends the paper with a short summary of
the main concepts mentioned in the thesis as well as the relevant results.



Chapter 2

Theoretical background

Blockchain encompasses a large set of topics, technologies, principles that span
from consensus in distributed systems, to cryptography and security, passing by
business models and economic incentives. The purpose of this thesis is to provide
a systematic study to prove whether blockchains could be of any benefit to man-
age health records in mass crises situations. Therefore, it is important to master
some basic concepts in both healthcare and distributed systems fields to better
understand the opportunities that a distributed ledger technology has to offer, as
well as possible issues and drawbacks.

The following sections aim at explaining some basic and advanced concepts
underlying blockchain, including the mechanisms that enable the consensus in
distributed systems and the difference between permissionless and permissioned
models. This distinction must be made in order to understand the motivations
behind the choice of one model over the other for EHRs management. Then,
there will be a rather accurate section on Hyperledger Fabric, the blockchain im-
plementation used in the thesis project. The theoretical background concludes
with a review of the current and prior literature on scalability and performance
of distributed systems for EHR management .

2.1 Blockchain

A blockchain is a data structure where the records are stored in a linked se-
quence of blocks. This sequence forms a distributed ledger, which means it is
replicated in multiple machines, called nodes, that communicate to one another.
The nodes form a peer to peer network where every update to the ledger must

10
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be accepted by the network using a consensus protocol. The consensus protocol
assures that everybody has the same view on the status of the system.

The technology was introduced in 2008 as the foundation of a cryptocurrency
called Bitcoin, with the aim to solve the double spending problem [37] and allow
value exchange between peers without the mediation of a third-party central au-
thority. In fact, before Bitcoin, it was impossible to securely transfer value online,
from one party to another, without relying on a trusted authority such as banks or
card issuers. The new cryptocurrency solved the problem by employing security
techniques, including hashing, public keys, and anonymity, in order to replace
the need of trust with cryptographic proof and consensus [37].

Besides being distributed, blockchain is secure by design and resilient to node
failures, misbehaviors or malicious acts (i.e. Byzantine fault tolerant) [37][52].
This and other characteristics made it appealing for many applications, such as
medical records and identity management [3]; supply chain management [48];
assets insurances; luxury product anti-counterfeiting and provenance [49].

In the recent years, many industries have started investigating this technology
and introducing it to the market. Still, the main challenges are related to the
complexity of this new paradigm and the relative scarcity of successful examples.
It is possible to say there is still a vast green field for innovating.

2.1.1 Active and passive replication in distributed systems
In distributed systems, replication is mainly used to provide fault tolerance. In

particular, there are two types of replication: active and passive. Active, or state
machine replication, requires the processes to be deterministic so that every node
that runs the application gets the same final output. This is necessary to keep the
state consistent. Determinism also requires the updates to be sent to everybody
in the same order. This is possible thanks to an atomic broadcast protocol with
delivery guarantees. Active replication allows the system to work well even in
the presence of Byzantine faults [17].

In passive replication, only one node, or a subset of nodes, processes a request
and sends the new state to all the others. Passive replication could also be used
for non-deterministic processes but tends to be less resilient in case of faults [17].
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2.2 Blockchain models

As mentioned above, a blockchain is a distributed network open to anyone.
This definition usually relates to a particular model known as permission-less or
public. In the public model, any participant can join and leave at will because no
rule restricts access and interaction. Therefore, the data stored in a public block-
chain (i.e., Bitcoin or Ethereum) is accessible by anyone unless encryption and
smart contract logic are employed. Besides the public model, blockchain can also
be employed in a restricted network where the participants’ identities are known.
This restricted model is usually referred to as permissioned or consortium. The
model of participation has a significant influence on how the consensus is reached
by the network [50].

2.2.1 Permssionless model
In the permissionless model, identities are either anonymous or pseudony-

mous, and everybody is allowed to participate. Any user can generate a set of
keys and an address that enables her to interact with other entities in the block-
chain network. Therefore, everybody has the right to read data, create transac-
tions and append information to the ledger. This model also allows to install a
blockchain node and participate in the transaction validation process known as
consensus. Examples of such networks are Bitcoin and Ethereum. In the latter,
the user can create and install code, known as smart contract, that is public and
invokable by anyone. The smart contract is identified by an address and runs in
an environment called Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).

Public and permissionless blockchains need an incentive system to assure the
correct functioning and existence of the network. The incentives are in the form
of rewards and fees. Ethereum, for example, has a built-in currency, called ether,
which serves both as liquidity to enable value exchange between various types
of digital assets and to provide a mechanism for paying the transaction fees [52].
In fact, users must pay ethers for invoking the logic of a smart contract and for
validating their transactions. The miners collect the fees during the consensus
process that consists in the agreement on global order and the new state of the
system.

The early permissionless blockchains entail a consensus protocol known as
Proof of Work (PoW) where entities called miners compete in order to find the
solution to a computational intensive mathematical problem. The novelty of this
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mechanism lies on the ability to reach agreement in a network with no formal
barrier by substituting them with economic ones. It means that the effect of a
single node in the consensus process is directly proportional to the computing
power that it can produce [52].

Studies on scalability and performances demonstrate that existing blockchains
with a PoW consensus can reach a theoretical throughput of 60 transactions per
second while keeping the same degree of security [16]. This limitation is inherent
in the consensus protocol and depends on block size and block frequency.

As a consequence, PoW is not well suited for applications that go beyond the
original cryptocurrency purpose and need to support throughput in the order of
thousands of transactions per seconds [51]. Besides, this protocol proves to be
incredibly inefficient with regards to the energy consumption [51]. In the recent
years, new approaches and protocols like Proof of Stake (PoS), Proof of Burn (PoS)
and Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) have been proposed to overcome throughput
limitations and excessive energy usage [12].

2.2.2 Permissioned and consortium model
A permissioned blockchain is a closed system where the participants have

identities and know one other. It is built to allow a consortium or a single organi-
zation to securely and efficiently exchange information. As proof of the fact that
anonymity of participants is not always a desirable property, the permissioned
model is gaining interest among enterprises because it allows secure interactions
in a network of businesses with common goals but which do not fully trust each
other [2]. Examples of such a model are Corda, Tendermint, Postchain. One of
the most prominent work is Hyperledger Fabric, an open source project hosted by
the Linux Foundation. Fabric’s modular and extensible architecture is designed
to fit different enterprise use cases.

In the implementations mentioned above, privacy and confidentiality are man-
aged by trusted parties, called membership services [50]. In Fabric, this service is
known as Membership Service Provider and has the role maintain all the identi-
ties in the system. It is responsible for issuing credentials used for authentication
and authorization. In general, each organization has a local implementation of
the service that is used to generate certificates and public keys for its members
[2]. The credentials are necessary to participate in the network activities as every
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message and transaction must be signed. This, in turn, increases the privacy and
security of the network as well as its participants.

Even though the identity management in such systems is somehow logically
centralized, it enables a new set of consensus mechanisms based on Byzantine
Fault Tolerant (BFT) state machine replication protocols like the Practical Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerant (PBFT). The implementation of consensus is, therefore, more
accurate and does not depend on mining as PoW does. In addition, the concept
of consensus itself is broader and entails the whole transaction flow, from the pro-
posal to the commit [2][6]. Theoretic and practical tests on BFT protocols proved
that they can handle tens of thousands of transactions with acceptable network-
speed latencies [51].

These new implementations do not need to rely on a built-in cryptocurrency
and users do not have to pay for the execution of transactions. In fact, neither
miners nor incentive models are necessary: a business pays to join the network;
therefore, it is in their own interest to preserve the network against malicious
behaviors.

The better performances, transparency, accountability and privacy capabilities
of the permissioned blockchains, make them a better fit for projects that need to
preserve security privacy while achieving high throughput and scalability like
EHM systems.

2.3 Consensus mechanisms

Blockchain presents all the characteristics of a distributed system because the
computation is done concurrently by different entities, without the assistance of
a global clock. In addition, any process can fail at any point during the execution.
According to the theory of distributed systems [10] there are two types of failures:
crash (or stop) failure and Byzantine failure. The former is the simplest to assess
and consists of a node crashing without resuming, thus leaving the network. The
rest of the processes can spot a faulty node because it suddenly stops replying to
messages.

The latter, on the other hand, is more complicated to model and address be-
cause a component is not able to definitely infer if another has failed. In fact, a
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Byzantine failure has no restriction: a component can crash, be delayed, or pro-
duce both correct and wrong messages; it can also act maliciously against the
network and appear both functioning and failed to different observers. The term
originates from the Byzantine generals problem described in [28].

In this context, a consensus process, tolerant to faults, must be in place to en-
sure the continuity and correctness of the system. In blockchain, the consensus
is needed to agree on the total order of transactions and the block that must be
added to the chain. The equivalence between the Proof of Work protocol pro-
posed in Bitcoin and the consensus in distributed systems was formalized in the
work of Garay [15]. Therefore, the parties in a blockchain network can be for-
mally considered as replicated state machines that execute logic. The consensus
is the mechanism by which the state machines agree on the order of messages
sent. This mechanism is usually referred to as atomic broadcast and is needed by
the state machines to be able to produce the same output, given the same input
[43]. The output can be the same only if the logic is deterministic and identical
for each machine. The determinism is also necessary to detect faults: in fact, a
replica that produces a different output can be considered as misbehaving.

In literature, it is possible to find consensus implementations that fall either be-
low the crash-tolerant family or the Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) family. Exam-
ples of the first type are Paxos [27] and the Zab protocol [23] of Apache Zookeeper
while PBFT[8] is considered the most prominent protocol belonging to the second
type. In general, an algorithm must satisfy the following requirements to be con-
sidered correct [10]:

• validity: if all the processes propose v, then all processes decide v;

• termination: every correct process eventually decides a value;

• agreement: all the correct processes agree on a common value;

• integrity: "Every correct process decides at most one value, and if it decides
some value v, then v must have been proposed by some process" [10].

With regards to blockchain systems, the next three sections first present two
algorithms related to public/permissionless model, then the PBFT protocol as
a representative of the permissioned implementations. Although the list is not
exhaustive, it is considered to be a helpful to build the discussion that comes in
the following chapters.
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2.3.1 Proof of Work
The full description of a proof of work consensus was first introduced as the

fundamental way to agree on the order of transactions in the Bitcoin network. It
needs a distributed timestamp server to demonstrate that a transaction has come
before another and that an entity has not spent the same amount of money in
other transactions [37].

The approach to solve this problem consists of finding a value that, when
hashed with an algorithm like SHA-256, presents an output with a number of
leading zero bits. In the context of a block, the goal is to increment a nonce so
that the block’s hash has a number of leading zeros greater than the one required
by the system. It has been proved that there is no efficient algorithm to solve this
matematical puzzle. Therefore, the only approach is to increment the nonce until
the output satisfies the requirements. Finding the solution proves that some work
has been done by a CPU and guarantees that a block cannot be modified without
repeating the process [37][52].

The time required to solve the puzzle grows exponentially with the number
of required zeros. In addition, the longer the chain, the more difficult becomes
to change a block because it requires to prove the work for that block and all
the subsequent ones. It woud be possible only if a set of malicious attackers
has a computing power greater than the rest of the network [31]. This implies
that a network is secure as long as it is composed by a majority of honest nodes.
Blockchain implementations based on proof of work compensate the increase of
hardware performances by adjusting the difficulty to the speed of the network: if
the number of appended blocks in one hour is too high (computed with a moving
average), the difficult is increased, decreased otherwise [37].

When a user submits a transaction, this is broadcast to the entire network. Each
node collects a set of transactions into a block and starts computing the nonce to
find the block hash. This process is done concurrently by several nodes and the
first one that finds a solution to the proof of work problem broadcasts it to the
others. The other nodes accept an update as soon as they start computing the
proof of work for a new block based on the hash of the received one [37]. A
temporary fork of the blockchain happens when two nodes find a solution at the
same time and manage to append different blocks pointing to the same previous
block; in this case, the network works concurrently on two different chains until
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one becomes longer than the other. The longest chain wins and the nodes that
were proving the work on one chain switch to the correct one.

The difficulty of PoW is continuously adjusted to control the block formation
frequency and reduce the number of forks. When a fork happens, all the blocks
forming the shortest chain are pruned and their transactions are considered in-
valid. This heavily impacts the overall consensus latency as transactions are re-
quired to have a minimum amount of subsequent blocks (known as block con-
firmations) to reduce the probability to be pruned or removed. The security is
merely probabilistic as the history of the blocks can always be changed in case
a malicious pool of nodes manages to control the majority of the network. Al-
though the majority is considered to be 51% of computing power, it was demon-
strated in [14] that the Bitcoin network is potentially vulnerable if the 25% of
hashing power is controlled by malicious nodes.

2.3.2 Proof of Stake
Another set of consensus algorithms is the one represented by Proof of Stake

(PoS). It was initially proposed as an energy-efficient alternative to Bitcoin’s PoW
to reach consensus in public blockchains. In fact, PoW has proven to be incredibly
inefficient in terms of energy used [25] as all the nodes in the network must prove
the work, but only one is eventually able to add a new block.

To solve the problem while ensuring security and decentralization, PoS takes
advantage of a group of validators (a subset of the blockchain network) taking
turns to propose, vote, and add new blocks to the chain. To become a valida-
tor, one has to send a specific transaction that locks its coins into a vault. The
vault opens only once the validator has managed to add a block. Therefore the
algorithm requires the participants to hold coins (value in the form of a cryp-
tocurrency) to put at stake to join, as well as to track them [5].

At periodic intervals, all the validators participate in a consensus process to
determine the following blocks to add. Although there is no single rule to decide
how to reach an agreement, two approaches are, in general, the most common:
the random approach and the Byzantine Fault Tolerant approach [5]. In the for-
mer, a validator is randomly selected and is given the right to create a new block
linked to the end block of the longest chain. The latter is achieved through a
multi-round process where each member votes for one of the proposed blocks
and the group eventually converge to a collective decision. This is possible since
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the number of participants is known, and the votes can be linked to specific iden-
tities (in the form of addresses) that remain the same throughout the whole voting
process [5].

2.3.3 PBFT Consensus
In the context of permissioned blockchain networks, Byzantine fault-tolerant

protocols are the most promising to ensure the security in the presence of faulty
components. However, these protocols were originally based on synchronous
models that made them unsuitable for network applications. In addition, the
scalability of nodes was hindered by the communication overhead growing ex-
ponentially with the number of participants to the consensus [51]. These charac-
teristics made BFT algorithms less employed than the crash-tolerant counterparts
(i.e., Paxos) until a practical BFT (PBFT) algorithm was introduced in 1999 [8].
The algorithm reduces the overall response time by decreasing the communica-
tion overhead from exponential to polynomial. Moreover, it is designed to work
in eventually synchronous environments that make it a good fit for systems that
communicate over Internet protocols [6][8][51].

The algorithm consists of five steps as illustrated in figure 2.1:

• Request: the client sends a request to the master node.

• Pre-prepare: the master node forwards the request to the other nodes which
decide whether to accept the request or not.

• Prepare: in case the nodes accept the execution, they send a preparation
message to all the other nodes. Upon receiving at least 2f +1 messages, the
nodes start the commit phase if the majority has accepted the request.

• Commit: each node sends a commit message to all the other nodes in the
system. When a node receives 2f + 1 commit messages, it executes the
logic to fulfill the request because it infers that the majority of the nodes has
accepted the request.

• Reply: finally, the server node replies to the client that waits until the re-
ception. If any message is delayed, the client triggers a timeout and resends
the request to the master node [8].
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Figure 2.1: PBFT communication

Five steps of the communication. Image adapted from [8].

This algorithm needs a leader to be elected at each round and can be seen as an
extension of the Paxos and VSR family [6] designed to tolerate Byzantine failures.
A system employing this implementation is proved to tolerate up to n/3 failures,
given n the total number of nodes [8]. PBFT algorithms are also proved to handle
up to 80000 messages per seconds[4]. After this implementation researchers have
designed new algorithms to implement the performance and scalability. Exam-
ples of such improvements are the Randomized BFT like Hybrid BFT solutions
[1], HoneyBadger [36] or XFT [30].

2.4 Hyperledger Fabric

As introduced in section 2.2.2, Hyperledger1 a project founded in 2015 by the
Linux Foundation to grow and improve blockchain-based technologies through
cross-industry interaction. It is a fully open source initiative to promote the adop-
tion and advancement of blockchain thought a community process with the final

1 https://www.hyperledger.org
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objective to generate common technological standards. One of the outcomes of
this initiative is Hyperledger Fabric (HL Fabric), a modular permissioned block-
chain.

The following three sections give a basic overview of the most important no-
tions that one should have in order to understand design, qualities, and draw-
backs of the thesis project.

2.4.1 Privacy and identification
Identification is not only essential to control who can access the network, but

also the fine-grained permissions that an entity has over the resources. HL Fabric
adopts a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) model where every active entity must
hold a public-private key pair to sign and verify messages, and an identity in
the form of a digital certificate to access and interact with the system. A digital
certificate is a document binding a user public key to its actual identity. It contains
user’s information like name, employer organization or company division, as
well as technical details such as public key, signature algorithms, and validity.
The X.509 standard2 is the most common type of certificate and is the default one
adopted in HL Fabric as it can encode more structured information. A digital
certificate is issued and signed by a Certificate Authority (CA). By signing the
certificate, everyone that trust the CA also trusts the bind between someone else’s
public key and identity.

An HL Fabric network usually has multiple CAs for fault tolerance, control and
performance purposes. A CA instance can be either a Root CAs or Intermediate
CAs. This duality allows creating flexible and complex certification infrastruc-
tures where each organization holds its own CA (or chain of CAs) that issues
certificates for its members. Intermediate CAs certificates are valid across multi-
ple organizations since they are issued by other Intermediate or Root CAs thereby
allowing a distributed chain of trust security against faults.

Once certificates, keys, and CAs are set up, the mechanism that enforces the
rules and checks the identities is the Membership Service Provider (MSP). It iden-
tifies which CAs are trusted to define the members of a domain [2]. Every node in
the network maintains a local MSP, a software component that enables the node

2 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280
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to sign messages and transactions, authenticate users, define roles, and verify
permissions and privileges within the context of a channel.

Among the innovations introduced by HL Fabric, one of the most relevant re-
garding privacy is the channel. A channel in HL Fabric is a private publisher-
subscriber network formed by a subset of members that want to perform private
communication from the rest of the system. The channel is the fundamental ele-
ment of a Fabric blockchain because it is the environment where the ledger exists.
In fact, the channel is visible and accessible only to its members, that must join it
to be able to execute transactions, invoke smart contract and communicate with
other entities.

2.4.2 State and roles
As mentioned above, a network is formed by different organizations that have

control over a set of nodes. In HL Fabric there are three types of nodes: peer,
client, and ordering-service-node. Each node has a specific set of functions that
were designed to achieve modularity, flexibility and better performance and scal-
ability.

Peer nodes are the most fundamental element of a Fabric system because they
hold instances of one or more ledgers, and copies of smart contract source codes.
The number of ledgers held by a peer depends on the number of channels joined
by the organization that controls it. Each HL Fabric ledger consists of two data
structures: the world state and the transaction log. Each peer holds a full copy (in-
stance) of these two structures. The former is the current ledger state; it contains
the latest variables values in a key-value database. The database is pluggable
and can be either Apache CouchDB3 or LevelDB4. It is designed for fast access to
the data without the need to traverse the entire linked list of blocks to compute
the current value. The latter has the role to preserve the blockchain history by
recording all the values updates to the keys used in the network. Applications
must connect to a peer to access the ledger state and invoke smart contracts.

The peers cooperate with the ordering-service-nodes, or just "orderers". These
are the elements forming the ordering service, which has the goal to establish a
total order of transactions: the transactions endorsed by a peer are sent to the

3 http://couchdb.apache.org
4 http://leveldb.org
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ordering service, which collects them, puts them into a block and broadcasts it to
all the peers in the channel. The peers then verify and commit the updates.

The HL Fabric architecture allows different ordering service implementations.
The two default ones are Kafka and solo. The former consists of a cluster of
Apache Zookeeper5 servers that orchestrate a set of Kafka brokers whereas the
latter consists of a single orderer that collect transactions and build blocks.

Finally, the client is the entity that permits the user to communicate with the
blockchain. Its role is to orchestrate the transaction process: it creates and sub-
mits the transaction proposal to the peers; collects and checks that the received
endorsements and broadcasts the endorsed transaction to the network through
an orderer.

2.4.3 Consensus in Hyperledger Fabric
Unlike the permissionless implementations, the consensus in fabric does not

correspond to a well-defined algorithm like PoW but is an overreaching process
that goes beyond the simple agreement on the order of transactions.

As mentioned above, the core of the consensus process consists in the atomic
broadcast offered by the ordering service. In the past years, the HL Fabric re-
search team proposed different implementations for the service: the version v0.6
employed a Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus in the form of PBFT, whereas
the versions after v1.0 present an ordering service based on Apache Kafka6 and
Zookeeper, which uses replication to provide strong consistency and high avail-
ability. However, this implementation supports crash faults but not Byzantine
faults. To overcome these problems, researchers have proposed a mechanisms
based on the BFT-SMART state machine replication7 and consensus library [4][44].

Regardless the implementation of the ordering service in HL Fabric, the con-
sensus is a process that follows an execute-order-validate pattern which requires
the transaction flow to be divided into three respective main steps: proposal,
packaging, and validation. Therefore, to really understand the consensus in fab-
ric, it is necessary to describe the entire transaction flow.

5 https://zookeeper.apache.org
6 https://kafka.apache.org.
7 https://github.com/jcs47/hyperledger- bftsmart.
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Transaction flow

The system needs to run at least a peer node and an ordering service (that
would form the minimum viable fabric blockchain distributed network). The
transaction creation and the steps are orchestrated by the fabric client, an SDK
to interact with the network currently available for Java and NodeJs runtime en-
vironments. Before interacting with the fabric, the user/application must have
created and stored the certificates; joined a channel and connected with a peer.
The certificates will be necessary for authenticating the entity and signing the
transactions.

As illustrated in figure 2.2 and described in [2], the client, using the SKD, ini-
tiates the process by (1) sending a transaction proposal to the network. The pro-
posal in nothing more than a smart contact function invocation. The SDK signs
the proposal with the user’s cryptographic material and forwards it to the peers
via gRPC 8.

The contacted peers receive the proposal and check it (2). The checking in-
cludes signature and ledger state verification. After the checking, each peer ex-
ecutes the chaincode function and saves two states: one is the READ set which
holds the key-values accessed by the function call while the second is the WRITE
set which holds the key-values that have been added or modified. This two sets
as well as the peers signatures are sent back to the client as proposal response.

Upon reception of a proposal response, the client checks both the signature
and that the responses are the same (3). If the endorsement policies have been
fulfilled, the client broadcasts the transaction and the endorsements to the order-
ing service (4). The ordering service has the sole scope of atomically broadcast the
transaction to the entire network. To do so. It takes the transactions in chronolog-
ical order, puts them into a block and forwards it.

The block is sent to the entire network using a gossip protocol. Each receiving
node validates each transaction by enforcing the policies and checking the read
and write sets (5). Then each peer appends the block to the ledger and updates
the state database with the new key values (6). Finally, an event is emitted to
inform the client that the transaction has been committed/not committed to the
ledger.

8 https://grpc.io.
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Chapter 3

Literature review

The review explores the area of Electronic Health Record (EHR) Management
Systems with a particular focus on the techniques and performances of such sys-
tems during catastrophic events and subsequent mass crises. A significant part of
the literature, before the introduction of smart contacts on the blockchain, mainly
focuses on frameworks and systems for sharing EHRs on cloud infrastructures
[39][41]. The introduction of a new approach to express complex logic on the
blockchain through a Turing-complete language started a new research path fo-
cused on distribution and peer-to-peer communication [52]. In fact, after Eth-
ereum, a new set of frameworks and systems adopting the decentralized philoso-
phy have been studied and proposed both by the academia [3][12][22][29][39][53]
and the industry [32]. These frameworks adopt different blockchain models span-
ning from Ethereum to the subsequent implementations (i.e., Hyperledger, Corda
or Tendermint)

Before digging into the previous and current work, it is necessary to clarify
the difference between Electronic Medical Records (EMR) and Electronic Health
Records (EHR). In fact, the two terms might seem to mean the same thing and
are often used interchangeably, but they are two different types of digital records.
The former can be considered as the digital equivalent of a patient’s paper record
used by practitioners. It contains the patient’s medical history with diagnoses
and treatments given by a particular physician. The latter, instead, is a more
general record including the entire patient medical history meant to be shared
with other authorized users from across different healthcare providers [45].

Some cloud solutions to the problem of EMR accessibility and sharing have
been proposed in [39] and [41]. Patra et al. [39] studied how cloud computing can

25
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be employed to facilitate and improve services of the healthcare sector, especially
for rural areas. The system must meet a list of requirements including availabil-
ity, scalability, security, data transmission storage and collection methods. They
argue that it is possible to store patient data in the cloud in a cost-effective way.
This data can then be shared and accessed by doctors and medical professionals.
However, they do not elaborate the concept and limit the scope to a high-level
design model without implementation or tests.

Starting from the concepts in [39], Yue et al. [54] presented the architecture of
so-called data gateway application for healthcare data based on the blockchain.
They claim to be the first to propose a system based on the distributed ledger tech-
nology and address requirements like EHR sharing and patient control over the
data. The architecture expects a private blockchain to run on the cloud, but nei-
ther they specify how it should be implemented nor provide performance tests.

The firsts to introduce a fully functional prototype, applying blockchain tech-
nology to EHRs are Azaria, Ekblaw et al.[3]. They propose a system called MedRec
not only designed to control the access and authenticate the users but also to man-
age EMRs in a distributed fashion with the aim to address problems like health
data fragmentation, slow access, system interoperability, patient agency and im-
proved data quality and quantity for medical research. They attempt to achieve
this by describing a system with a modular design meant for integration. In fact,
for scalability issues and to facilitate the adoption, the actual medical record is
not stored on the blockchain but is kept off-chain on the hospital, provider’s re-
lational database. The blockchain holds metadata and references to the EHR lo-
cation. More precisely, a smart contract manages the interaction between actors
and data and defines access rules and pointers to this data. The pointer is a tuple
including a query string that shall be executed on the provider’s database as well
as the location (host port and credentials) where to access the EHR [3].

The prototype is developed using the Ethereum public blockchain: the access
control is based on the user’s public keys that are Ethereum addresses and the
stakeholders participate in the network as “miners” (they run a node). It implies
that every party (patient included) must have a blockchain node to interact with
it. The main drawback of this implementation is that every actor in the system
must have a full copy of the data. Another disadvantage is the poor scalabil-
ity caused by the consensus protocol. Even though the authors do not mention
this possible limit, it is possible to set the upper bound to 60 transactions per
second[16].
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The work that has been done after MedRec focused on access control, data
sharing between health provider and data integration, as suggested by US leg-
islation, HIPAA [11]. A considerable part of the research also focused on the
patient agency and control over her information as well as mechanisms to assure
privacy and security when the data is aggregated and accessed for research pur-
poses. The different frameworks, architectures, and prototypes, that have been
developed until now, can be divided into two different categories depending on
the blockchain model that has been used: permissionless [29][22] or permissioned
[12][32][53].

For the proposals based on public blockchain implementations, it is worth
mentioning the work of Linn and Koo [29] as well as BlocHIE by Jiang et al.
[22]. Linn and Koo depart from the work of [3] on MedRec and argue that the
EMRs must be stored off-chain in a structure called data lake. This is necessary
to achieve scalability in that a blockchain modeled after Bitcoin would result in
large files and expansive records replication among all the nodes in the network
thereby increasing bandwidth usage and wasting network and storage resources
[29]. Their work focuses on the discussion of some key interoperability challenges
in the health sector and how blockchain could be used to address these problems.
Moreover, they briefly discuss some technical solution on topics like scalability,
access security, and data privacy. However, the authors neither propose a new
system nor illustrate a design, but rather describe some basic principles for a
possible work-flow. Furthermore, they only mention fault tolerance and disaster
recovery characteristics related to replication and lack of single point of failure,
without either assessing or describing how it would work.

Jiang et al. [22], instead, describe and implement a Healthcare Information
Exchange (HIE) platform based on blockchain and working in the cloud. They
argue that cloud service providers have taken great responsibility to provide a
controlled, cross-domain and flexible HIE platform but they still struggle to pro-
vide data sharing services. The authors propose a platform called BlocHIE. The
platform’s architecture consists of two loosely coupled Blockchains called EMR-
Chain, and PHD-Chain. The former is used to store Electronic Medical Records
generated by healthcare institutions and combines off-chain storage and on-chain
verification like the other systems mentioned so far. The latter is a separate chain
to store Personal Healthcare Data (PHD) generated by the patient. The authors
also propose a consensus algorithm based on Proof of Work with a modified
mechanism of transactions packing. The transactions are grouped into blocks
using a collaborative algorithm to reduce the amount of replicated work and in-
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crease throughput and fairness. Preliminary tests on this new mechanisms show
a throughput of 46 transactions per seconds which is higher than both Ethereum
and Bitcoin current throughput. The PHD-chain is designed for a considerable
amount of data uploaded by the patients. It assumes the use of IoT devices and
wearables able to poll data several times during a day. However, the perfor-
mances are not enough to be used in real scenarios and have not been tested
under stress and crises settings.

Another side of the literature focused on solutions based on permissioned block-
chains [53][12][32], a network not open to everyone with mechanisms to identify
the users that interact with it. Since the participants are known it is possible
to take advantage of different consensus protocols while ensuring correctness,
privacy, security and the overall performances. Besides, it is not necessarily con-
nected to cryptocurrencies and any incentive models involving payments for ex-
ecution. This model is well suited for a healthcare network where the organiza-
tions know one other and need a secure mechanism to share information.

One of the first attempts was made by Xia et al. [53]. The authors propose
a permissioned network running on the cloud and an evaluation of its scalabil-
ity. In addition, they suggest a new block structure to improve the performances
compared to the Bitcoin network. However, it is not clear how the new structure
would improve the overall performances as no demonstration is provided. They
also attempt to quantify the amount of data shared in a blockchain network per
time frame based on different parameters like throughput and transaction size.
However, the analysis is just esteem based on assumptions and is not the results
of any test run on their proposed system.

Dubovitskaya. Xu et al. [12] go forward by proposing a framework and show-
ing different scenarios where the use of shared ledger can ensure privacy, security,
availability and fine-grained access control over EMR data. The authors show
the design of a prototype of an oncology-specific clinical system to share medi-
cal health records for primary patient care. Their solution is meant to facilitate
the consent management and speed up the transfer of data between hospitals as
well as improve the management of long-lasting treatment and life-time moni-
toring for patients affected by cancer. The patient data is encrypted and stored
off-chain in a cloud repository while the access permissions and EHR metadata
are on-chain. The system is built on top of Hyperledger Fabric and runs a PBFT
consensus. However, the scalability of the prototype has not been tested in real a
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use case. The authors argue that PBFT consensus has excellent scalability prop-
erties tested up to tens of nodes and only hint the role of block size. They set the
analysis of performances as future work.

Finally, Medicalchain [32] is a case taken from the industry with characteris-
tics to the other proposals. The user becomes the owner of its health record and
gains full access and control over the data it holds. It also serves to provide trans-
parency between different parties involved in someone’s healthcare, in particular
hospitals, clinics, and health insurances. The whitepaper is a business plan, with
just a few technical details. There is no mention of scalability properties. It is
worth mentioning the technique they employ to achieve patient safety: a backup
access system for emergency situations. The backup could be particularly help-
ful during disasters when the patient is unconscious and unable to give consent.
The system consists of an emergency bracelet that the user caregivers can scan to
obtain the precious information.



Chapter 4

Methods

As mentioned in the introduction, the thesis provides a systematic study to un-
derstand whether permissioned blockchains could be of any benefit to managing
health records in emergency situations. In order to carry out a systematic study, it
is first necessary to design and implement a prototype of an EMRs management
system. The following sections provide an overview of requirements, roles, and
responsibilities of healthcare systems. These general requirements, together with
those of a particular use case, determine some of the design decisions and the
implemented features.

The prototype will be designed and modeled after the earthquake that stroke
in Haiti in 2010. Therefore, the research will be organized and conducted with
regard to a real use case that was well documented in reports published by the
World Health Organization (WHO) and articles written by doctors after the dis-
aster. The abundance of resources provides a useful overview of the situation
before the earthquake and in the immediate aftermath.

4.1 Design goals

Whether functionalities, characteristics or qualities, the literature provides es-
sential insights on the requirements that an EHR system should fulfill to improve
the doctors and personnel’s operations as well as the security of the healthcare
chain. The following list identifies the most relevant requirements, as shown by
the literature of blockchain and EHR [3][12][21][26][29][47]:

• Scalability: an EHR system should be able to scale with the number of users
that operate with it. In the context of the blockchain, a system should be able

30
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to work seamlessly with any number of nodes and users in the network [29].

• Security: the information shared and stored within the system must remain
confidential, correct and available. In case of disasters and disruptions, the
system must also be able to resist or recover from the emergency. It is nec-
essary to ensure that hospitals can provide help and assistance when it is
needed the most [21];

• Identification: every user that interacts with the EHR system must be iden-
tified, and the access to any piece of information must be granted or re-
stricted based on this identity [21]. This requirement excludes public block-
chain implementation because anonymity and pseudonymity is an inherent
characteristic. Ideally, it is possible to map an identity to the corresponding
pseudonymous, but this compromises the privacy and confidentiality of the
patient-physician relationship;

• Privacy and access control: as mentioned in the background, identification
enables access control and privacy. The information is restricted to only
those who can access it: a doctor may access and modify a record only with
the patient consent. In addition, every interaction between the user, either
a patient or a doctor, and the health record must be traced;

• Patient control: the patients should be able to access their personal record.
Not only it enables the patient to integrate the records with notes and addi-
tional information, but also to make them aware and more engaged in their
own healthcare, especially for patients with chronic diseases [26]. Block-
chain could also allow full control and ownership of the personal record,
thereby granting access and sharing information only upon consent or emer-
gency situation.

• Data sharing: as a patient can seek treatments in different hospitals and
clinics; the healthcare facilities must put in place a system to share data
securely [12];

• Data analysis for the research: a large part of the literature emphasizes
the importance of research on medical data. Provide anonymized clinical
information is essential to advance the investigation of new treatments and
cures. Therefore, an EHR system must take into account mechanisms to
aggregate and transmit anonymized information to research laboratories
[47].
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• Integration: finally, a new system that provides all the capabilities above,
must be designed for integration. In fact, EHR management systems on
blockchain are not meant to replace current systems completely, but to inte-
grate and provide the features that were missing [3].

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) provides a list of prac-
tical rules on various aspects such as the protection of the health personnel, the
standards and common practices and the techniques to transfer health records. In
particular, the ICRC identifies a set of responsibilities and requirements of health-
care personnel during emergencies [21].

• All the stages of the treatment, from first assistance to the recovery, must be
recorded;

• The patients should be allowed to access their records;

• Limit the access to these records to the patient only;

• Consider a storing method that guarantees confidentiality but permits other
healthcare providers the access in case of necessity;

• In case of mental incapacity or severe injuries that affect the consciousness
of the patient, the record must be handled thinking at the patient’s best
interest [21].

4.2 Actors and roles

The ICRC also provides a list of people that have to interface with an EHR system
[21]: "People with professional health-care qualifications, e.g., doctors, nurses,
paramedics, physiotherapists, pharmacists. People working in hospitals, clinics
and first-aid posts, ambulance drivers, administrators of hospitals, or personnel
working in the community in their professional capacity. Staff and volunteers
of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement involved in deliver-
ing healthcare. First-aiders. Personnel of health-oriented international and non-
governmental organizations" [21]

In case of emergencies, volunteering organizations and rescuing teams that
provide first-aid support, such as the International Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement, should be allowed to communicate and cooperate with the local hos-
pitals and health organizations in order to gain temporary access to health data
and records of the treated patients.
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4.3 Architecture options and design decisions

This section discusses the decisions that should be made when it comes to de-
sign a blockchain system for the healthcare. The primary design decision is where
to store the data, which, in this case, corresponds to how and where to store
health records. The solutions listed in the literature review are distributed along
a continuum that spans from two extremes: storing the record entirely on the
blockchain (on-chain) or outside the blockchain (off-chain).

The decision to store records off-chain depends on different reasons. First of all,
the data can grow indefinitely thus making the replication across all the nodes
expensive and memory intensive; therefore, it is simpler to propose a solution
that integrates and interface with current EHR management systems rather than
change to an entirely new method to store data. These solutions employ block-
chain to control the accesses and keep track of modifications and interactions:
the ledger stores hash pointers that are signed with the owner’s private key. The
pointers point to the location where the file/record is actually stored. The main
drawback of this type of solutions is that they cannot guarantee the accessibility
of the records: in fact, if the server that stores a record is under maintenance or
has crashed, the information cannot be accessed.

The other extreme is the on-chain storage: this allows to have full control over
the records; achieve higher resilience and availability as a result of full replication;
lower request latency; and higher security because the application does not rely
on external and potentially not secure, storage systems.

Assuming that redundancy is critical in disasters scenarios where the source of
the data might be destroyed or off-line, the proposed prototype stores the meta-
data and textual information of an EHR on the blockchain. Media files including
images, videos, x-rays are saved in external storage (handled by one or more hos-
pitals or health organizations) and referenced to by using URI or links. By keep-
ing files with large extensions off-chain it is possible to reduce the network traffic
and the overall blockchain disk space usage. Moreover, defining the resource lo-
cation(s) in a unique place will prevent unnecessary replication and increase the
data management capabilities. Although the media files could become unreach-
able, yet this solution allows accessing critical textual information that could be
life-saving in case of emergencies. This decision can be considered hybrid since it
combines the desirable characteristics from the off-chain and on-chain solutions.
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4.3.1 How to detect disasters
As introduced above, an EHRs management system based on blockchain needs

to work both during the day to day operations and the emergency situations.
Each of these cases has a different set of security and performance requirements.
Therefore, there should be a mechanism to change policies and functionalities
of a blockchain network depending on the state of the system. Before that, it is
necessary to define the possible states that a system can present as well as the
criteria and rules to change from one state to another.

Although different states can come in succession during the life of a system, the
simple prototype implemented in this thesis presents two primary states: normal
and emergency. In the former, each user needs to be authenticated and needs to
have the authorization to access an EHR associated with a patient. The autho-
rization must be asked directly to the patient through the application. Thanks to
the system, the patient has the full ownership of her record and can decide who
can access it. When someone changes the information contained in a record, the
transaction needs to be approved by at least two organizations in the blockchain
network.

In the latter state, new organizations need to be able to join the network de-
spite the failure of other nodes; the requests need to be processed promptly and
securely. In such scenario, each authorized party has the right to access the EHRs
and the modifications need to be approved by at least the 50% of the network
or by at least one hospital. This set of policies allows protecting the data from
free modifications by the new organization (aid, volunteers, non-governmental
or humanitarian organizations) with the necessary approval of at least a hospital
or the government.

For what concerns the mechanism and the rules to change the state, different
approaches are possible.

• An input from an administrator: the administrator will be an entity belong-
ing to the government organization. The entity, which corresponds to an
authenticated user, will send a specific transaction that changes the state in
a special State smart contract. Although this solution introduces a super-
user with additional rights compared to other actors in the network, EHRs
systems need such role.
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• The system detects the necessity to change the state: The system can moni-
tor some essential parameters such as the number of active nodes or traf-
fic per time frame. In case it detects a surge in the number of transac-
tion/requests or that a percentage of nodes has gone off-line (30%), it can
either notify an administrator or change the state automatically.

4.3.2 Data model
Electronic medical record systems have been object of legal and regulatory ini-

tiatives carried by different nations and institutions [11][13]. This regulatory ini-
tiatives have the aim to achieve interoperability of electronic health record sys-
tems and cover multiple aspects and stakeholders. For example, the European
Commission is carrying a so-called eHealth Action Plan since 2008 that estab-
lished many initiatives including the eHealth European Interoperability Frame-
work (eEIF).

Many reports provide rules and guidelines on architectures, technical and se-
mantical standards as well as interoperability requirements. From the eEIF and
the ICRC [13][21], it is possible to list the health data that is usually included in a
EHR:

• Patient identification data and personal details including name, address,
date of birth, contacts of relatives [21];

• Media files in the form of photographs, X-rays or videos of the person [21];

• a list of the given consents;

• administrative information regarding the patient’s history in the National
Health Service;

• socio-health and health documents (reports, emergency reports, discharge
letters);

• A list of names of doctors, nurses etc. that have treated the patient;

• patient’s personal notebook (a document created by the patient);

• patient’s statement on the donation of organs and tissues

• the pharmaceutical dossier

• patient summary (a document created by the general practitioner who col-
lects the clinical history of the patient);
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Among the information provided in the patient summary it is possible to iden-
tify allergy data, family history, laboratory tests, problem list and major illnesses
that can be useful to reduce treatment times and risks in case of crises and disas-
ters [46].

Moreover, the data usually comes from different sources including health fa-
cilities, care givers, pharmacies and the patient herself. Therefore it is important
to specify the data source for each item inserted in the record. This assures prop-
erties like accountability and traceability, whose combination adds a layer of in-
formativeness and security for everyone involved in the treatment of a patient
[46].

Based on the aforementioned recommendations the data model employed in
the crisis use case will have the structure defined in 4.1.

{
"name": "John Doe",
"address": "default street 7, 12345, Town, State",
"birth": "10-02-1990",
"contact": "Person",
"care_givers": [

{"name": "Doctor1", "id": "12345" },
{"name": "Doctor1", "id": "67890" },
"..."

],
"clinical_info": [

{
"diagnosis": {

"info": "...",
"doctor": "Doctor1.id",
"media": "pointer/to/media.jpg"

},
"treatments": [

{ "info": "...", "prescriber": "Doctor1.id" },
{ "info": "...", "prescriber": "Doctor2.id",
"pharmacy": "Pharmacy.id" },
"..."

]
}
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],
"places": [

{ "address": "default street 7, 12345, Town, State" },
{ "address": "default street 7, 12345, Town, State" },

]
}

Source Code 4.1: EHR JSON representation: the metadata is kept on-chain while
the heavy media files are kept outiside the blockchain, within the hospital sys-
tems. The blockchain keepts the reference to their location and allows to share
them between providers.
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Project

Disaster are rare events, although countries and governmental organizations
must put in place measures of framework for preparedness that usually involve:
prevention, protection, mitigation, response, and recovery [13][19]. During crises
caused either by natural disaster (i.e., earthquakes or tsunamis) or disease out-
breaks, the healthcare is one of the sector most under pressure. Therefore, health
organizations, hospitals but also humanitarian aid organizations must to be ready
to cooperate and cope with emergencies and lack of resources.

The thesis project attempts to model the distributed network of hospitals, health
organization and NGOs prior to the Haiti earthquake of 2010 and during the af-
termath.

5.1 Use case background

The Haiti earthquake occurred on January 12, 2010 a few kilometers outside
the capital Port-au-Prince. The disaster had a severe human impact quantified
in 220,000 lives lost and over 300,000 people injured. Roughly 2.8 million people
were affected and nearly 1.5 million found themselves without a home [38].

The response to the disaster was massive and immediate: multiple NGOs and
national governments from around the world offered their support to the Gov-
ernment of Haiti in form of relief and rescue workers, medical teams, fund raising
and humanitarian supplies. To assure the emergency response was aligned with
the priorities of Haiti’s Ministry of Health and Population (MSPP), the Pan Amer-
ican Health Organization, the regional Office of the World Health Organization

38
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for the Americas (PAHO/WHO) formed the Health Cluster to improve coordina-
tion and cooperation of the response efforts.

However, the situation after the earthquake was critical: a large part to the
Haitian medical infrastructures was completely destroyed or seriously damaged.
Of the existing 49 hospitals, eight were totally destroyed, and 22 seriously dam-
aged [38]. The remaining facilities were crowded with patients, running out of
essential medical supplies and understaffed due to the fact that some medical
personnel was injured or even killed during the disaster. In addition, the first
intentional aid s took a couple of days to arrive and the first field hospitals were
intuited only after the arrival of doctors, police officers, military personnel and
firefighters from various countries [34].

The Health Cluster led an international community consisting of over 400 health
partners to rapidly establish 17 field hospitals in the most devastated areas which
provided emergency medical care to thousands of patients [38]. Provisioned
medical equipment, clinic kits as well as supplement of food, water and essential
medicines like vaccines and antibiotics. The aim of the Cluster was to coordinate
different actors in order to assure that the international response was appropri-
ately aligned with national structures. However, the emergency medical teams
faced great challenges to provide medical care and to establish ethical an practi-
cal systems of medical priorities in a setting of chaos [34]. In particular, the initial
response was described by several physicians as delayed and chaotic as many of
them had no experience prior to Haiti [42].

5.2 Implementation

In order to model and test an health network during disasters, it is first neces-
sary to model the day to day operations of a normal system. In fact, the prototype
is built keeping in consideration the number of active hospitals in Haiti before the
earthquake (49) and creating a scaled network of 5 organizations. Each of these
five is represented by an HL Fabric organization holding two peer nodes, one
orderer node and a custom CA to issue certificated to its members. The different
components are processes running in each hospital’s infrastructure. Furthermore,
there is a 6th entity representing the Haitian Ministry of Health (figure 5.1). The
hospitals can use the prototype both as a backup mechanism, to be integrated
with their legacy systems, and as a full operating system, meant to substitute the
current solutions. For the sake of the thesis, the former way will be considered.
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As mentioned above, the disruption of the earthquake destroyed 8 hospitals
and severely damaged 22: respectively the 16% and the 44% of the total (49).
These percentages are reflected in the simulated failures of the prototype: 1 node
out of 5 (16%) crashes and two nodes out of 5 present a Byzantine behavior (44%).
The simulated disaster, as well as the real disaster, affected the 60% of the total
number of organizations (figure 5.2).

Figure 5.1: HL Fabric normal network
A normal network of hospitals in Haiti
consists of five organizations repre-
senting the hospital and one gov-
ernment organization representing the
Haitian ministry of health.

Figure 5.2: Network crash and faults
When the earthquake stroke in 2010,
the 16% of the hospitals in Haiti was
destroyed while the 44% was seriously
damaged. This corresponds to a 60%
of the total.

The Health Cluster formed by the PAHO/WHO during the crisis gathered a
total of 400 aid institutions and agencies and established 17 field hospitals. In the
simulation, the 17 field hospitals are modeled to keep the proportions. Therefore
the simulation counts three field hospitals governed and managed by the World
Health Organization and those that have the rights granted by it. The humanitar-
ian aid is gathered in a single HL Fabric organization invited to join the prototype
network by the Ministry of Health (figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: System in the disaster aftermath
The Heath Cluster joins the network after the transaction sent by the Haitian Ministry of

Health.

5.2.1 Users and roles
The prototype allows different entities to access and operate with the system

and the records. Each entity can be either an organization (hospital, health min-
istry or volunteer organization), someone belonging to one of the institutions
(doctor, nurse, physician or volunteer) or even the patients themselves. Based
on the ICRC report mentioned in chapter 4, the prototype supports the following
roles:

• Hospital;

• Doctor;

• Government;

• NGOs (WHO, PAHO, field hospital);

• Patient (client).
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Each entity has different importance and freedom within the system. This free-
dom reflects in the operations that an entity can perform: some have access and
rights over the patient records, some have the faculty to modify the system poli-
cies and rules. The HL Fabric network must ultimately approve the vast majority
of these operations and rights through the consensus process. The roles can be
listed as follows:

• Government: monitors the system and can change mode;

• Hospital: can create, retrieve, update, delete a record, ask for consent;

• Doctor: can read and update records, ask for consent;

• Patient: read its health record, give consent to doctor.

5.2.2 Operations
HL Fabric provides several mechanisms to ensure the security of its network:

each organization controls the access through a CA; the policies regulate the in-
teractions, and one or more pieces of code restrict the accesses and operations.
As mentioned the in 4 chapter, the EHRs are expressed as JSON files, and the en-
tities interact with them through a smart contract that represents and guard the
data model. In fact, not only the contract represents the EHR but also defines the
operations that can be performed over it.

The smart contract implemented with the prototype provides a set of primary
functions to interact with the EHR listed as follows:

• Create a health record:

createRecord({key: value}): patientId

This function accepts a key-value asset that could be either a JSON file or
Javascript object. It returns a string containing the patient identification.
The identification is currently the Swedish personal identity number (Person-
nummer 1), a 12-digit number serving different purposes: from taxation to
health.

• Retrieve a record:

getRecord (patientId): medicalRecord

1 https://www.skatteverket.se/privat/folkbokforing/personnummerochsamordningsnummer

https://www.skatteverket.se/privat/folkbokforing/personnummerochsamordningsnummer
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Given a patient identification number, this function returns a JSON file con-
taining the EHR corresponding to the id.

• Update a record:

updateRecord (patientId, { key : value }): boolean

This function allows a patient to modify the content of her record: it ac-
cepts the patient id and the field that must be modified, and returns the the
boolean result of the operation.

• Delete a record:

deleteRecord (patientId): boolean

This function allows to remove a record given the patient id.

• Request for treatment:

requestForTreatment (patientId, doctor): Promise

A practitioner (doctor, physician etc.) or an organization can request to ac-
cess or create a record belonging to a patient. The patient gets notified and
can either accept or decline the request.

• Treat patient:

treatPatient (patientId, diagnosis, doctor, treatment):
boolean,!

The doctor that has the right to access a record, can update its information
through this function.

• Give consent:

giveConsent (patient, doctor): boolean

With this function, the patient can grant someone the right to access and
modify her record. The entity can be either an organization or someone
representing the organization such as a doctor or a nurse.

5.2.3 Switching from normal mode to disaster
As discussed in chapter 4, there are different approaches to detect and change

the state of the system during an ongoing mass crisis. The prototype does not
have a mechanism to identify an emergency automatically: in fact, a user under
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the Haitian Ministry of Health organization has to execute a particular system
transaction that modifies the policies and the rules of participation. This means
that the Ministry of Health can accept new members within the HL Fabric channel
in case of an emergency. The channel, typically formed by all the health organi-
zations and used for the day to day operations, can be then joined by members
like NGOs and volunteers organization.

The state-changing transaction is illustrated below.

setMode (govt_sign, State): boolean

Figure 5.4: System state change

The systems switches from normal state to emergency state upon reception of a
particular transaction from a user that belongs to government organization (Ministry of

Health).
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Analysis and results

Testing a decentralized system (as well as any system with various autonomous
components) is a challenging task [18][40] for several reasons: bring up and ini-
tialize components on different machines requires time and attention; during the
execution, the communication links can break; different parts can present failures
only with a particular sequence of operations, and when something fails it is often
necessary to analyze the history and the interaction of all the connected compo-
nents. In particular, testing the performance and security of a blockchain network
poses additional challenges as the literature is still discussing the representative
indicators and the testing tools are still in incubation. The literature approach
towards security is generally based on modeling, trust assumption and theoreti-
cal assessments because the experimental validation is not always exhaustive [6].
On the other hand, analyzing the performance creates new challenges as it is es-
sential to write test suits that reach all the elements and reproduce a real scenario
where all the components are put under pressure. The following section provides
a discussion of approaches tools and parameters to test the performance of the
prototype for EHRs. Then the results of the performance tests will be presented.

6.1 Approach and tools

As introduced in the previous chapters, the blockchain for EHRs prototype
built using HL Fabric has two main states, and an emergency situation causes
the transition from one to the other. It is necessary to check how the proto-
type behaves and how it performs to understand whether it can be of any use
to easily manage health records while preserving the security. There are different
approaches to test a decentralized system, but the natural approach chosen for
this prototype depends on the fact that the system presents two different states.

45
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In fact, considering the states, it is possible to analyze the system statically or
dynamically. In the former case, the prototype is tested in the normal state and
afterward in the emergency state. The different setups and environment produce
different results that are then analyzed and compared to get insights to drive
analysis of the prototype and the components that influence the performances.
In the latter case, it is possible to get a dynamic view of the system by analyzing
the transition from one state to the other.

The first attempt to analyze the performances of the prototype and the underly-
ing blockchain network was made using JMeter 1, an API testing tool maintained
by the Apache Software Foundation and designed to load test and measure per-
formance of web applications through HTTP requests. The testing tool sends a
batch of requests to the REST API implemented in Node.js. The API analyzes the
request, checks the certificate using the HL Fabric SDK and then sends the trans-
action to the network through the SDK. However, this attempt fails to represent
the real performance of the blockchain network because of the bottleneck caused
by the REST API. To solve the problem, it was necessary to replace JMeter with
a blockchain specific tool called Hyperledger Caliper2 (HL Caliper), which is the
first to provide a means to test for different blockchain use cases, In fact, before
HL Caliper, there was no general way to evaluate different blockchain implemen-
tations and projects.

6.1.1 Hyperledger Caliper
HL Caliper is an open-source framework, under the Hyperledger umbrella and

supported by various companies (IBM, Oracle, Huawei et al.), that provides users
and developers with a tool to evaluate the performance of different blockchains.
One of its declared purposes is to cope with the lack of source code of benchmark
solutions that make it hard to both validate the results and to perform the same
evaluation on different projects. It also attempts to cope with a lack of a common
definition of performance indicators by relying on the definitions provided by the
Performance & Scalability Working Group (PSWG) [20][35].

In order to understand the validity of the results produced by HL Caliper, it is
important to mention the modules that compose the benchmark tool. The archi-
tecture consists of three layers:

1 https://jmeter.apache.org/
2 https://github.com/hyperledger/caliper

https://jmeter.apache.org/
https://github.com/hyperledger/caliper
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• Adaptation Layer: is used to integrate HL Caliper with different blockchain
implementations and use cases. It contains a set of adaptors to interface with
a particular use case.

• Interface and Core layer: is formed by different modules that allow mon-
itoring the resources, analyzing the performances, invoking and installing
smart contracts on the blockchain, and generating the final report.

• Application/Benchmark Layer: contains scripts implemented by the user
to test a particular blockchain use case. These scripts form the test suite that
is used to measure the performances. This layer holds a benchmark engine
that executes the tests using a master-workers strategy as shown in figure
6.1: the master node generates worker threads to which it assigns tasks.
Each task is in charge of one operation on the blockchain, that can be either
smart contact initialization, execution or cleanup.

Figure 6.1: HL Caliper engine

The caliper architecture composed by a master node that orchestrate a pool of client that
communicate invoke and query the blockchain implemented for the particular use case.

Image adapted from [7].

The produced final report contains different performance indicators:

• Success rate;
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• Transaction commit and state read Throughput (TPS);

• Transaction commit and read latency;

• Resource consumption (CPU, Memory and network IO).

6.2 Test environment and results

The test were executed on three different machines with the following charac-
teristics:

• Operating system: Mac OSX;

• HL Fabric components run in Docker container with the following resource
allocation:

– 8 CPUs;

– 16GB of memory.

• The HL Fabric network setup was the following:

– HL Fabric version v1.1.0;

– The peers storage was the default LevelDB database;

– The ordering service based on Kafka: 3 Zookeeper servers and 4 Kafka
brokers

The prototype was tested in two scenarios: the normal state and the emer-
gency state.

6.2.1 Normal state scenario
In the normal state, the prototype presents the following characteristics:

• 6 organizations with 2 peers and one orderer each;

• The transaction policy: at least 2 entities belonging to two different organi-
zations have to endorse the transaction;

• Minimum average transaction size: 4KB.
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In figure 6.3 and table 6.2 it is possible to notice how average latency and
throughput for the read operations increase with the send rate. The same charac-
teristics apply to figure 6.2 and table 6.1 for the write operations. In both cases, the
throughput increases until it reaches a plateau around 500 tps (read operations)
or 350 tps (write operations). As the throughput reaches the plateau, the laten-
cies keep rising. This behavior is due to the increased communication overhead
needed by the consensus among 12 parties. Even though these figures differs
from the results provided in [2] by one to two orders of magnitude, they still pro-
vide valuable insight on how the number of parties (i.e. the size of the consensus)
affects the overall blockchain performance.
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Figure 6.2: Throughput and latencies, write operations, normal scenario.

Table 6.1: Aggregated HL Caliper reports, write operations, normal scenario

Succ. Fail Send
Rate
(tps)

Maximum
Latency
(s)

Minimum
Latency
(s)

Average
Latency
(s)

75%ile
Latency
(s)

Throughput
(tps)

5000 0 101 8,4 0,36 5,74 7,23 98
5000 0 200 8,42 1,11 6,75 7,72 190
5000 0 300 9,66 3,95 7,51 8,76 230
5000 0 400 12,1 0,92 8,77 9,41 298
5000 0 499 10,06 1,03 7,23 8,56 316
5000 0 599 21,78 0,98 8,85 12,23 340
5000 0 649 40,99 1,11 12,96 17,32 329

Throughputs and latencies, given different transaction send rates.

Table 6.2: Aggregated HL Caliper reports, read operations, normal scenario
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Figure 6.3: Throughput and latencies, read operations, normal scenario.

Succ. Fail Send
Rate
(tps)

Maximum
Latency
(s)

Minimum
Latency
(s)

Average
Latency
(s)

75%ile
Latency
(s)

Throughput
(tps)

5000 0 100 0,1 0,01 0,01 0,01 100
5000 0 200 0,16 0,01 0,02 0,06 200
5000 0 300 0,63 0,01 0,06 0,2 280
5000 0 400 3,18 0,2 0,96 1,36 358
5000 0 499 5,18 0,11 2,88 3,82 441
5000 0 598 5,87 0,13 2,99 4,03 493
5000 0 689 6,25 0,11 3,96 4,95 502

Throughputs and latencies, given different transaction send rates.

6.2.2 Emergency state scenario
In the emergency state, the prototype presents the following characteristics:

• 4 organizations with 2 peers and one orderer each.
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• The transaction policy: at least one entity representing the hospital, or the
Ministry of Health have to endorse the transaction.

• Minimum average transaction size: 3KB.

The figure 6.4 shows the most relevant parameters from table 6.3: as the send
rate increases, both throughput and average latencies increase accordingly until
the former reaches a plateau at circa 500 transactions per seconds. The average
latency, that represents the time to execute a transaction, grows almost linearly
until it reaches 7,39 seconds on average. In particular, the average latency ex-
presses the overall time a transaction takes to send the request to one or more
peers, execute the smart contract, get the endorsements, check them, create the
transaction, send it to the ordering service, form the block and commit to the
ledger. At the highest send rate (1030 tps), most of the operations are completed
in less than 10,39. It is possible to notice that this time is much higher than the
one required by the read operations where the client can access the information
locally from the closest peer, without the need of a consensus process.

On the other hand, figure 6.5 shows the most relevant parameters from table
6.4 which presents the results of 5000 read operations sent at linearly increasing
rates (from 100 to 1120). The lines expressing throughput and average latency
present similar characteristics compared to the write operation figures. However,
the highest throughput corresponds to 1006 reads per seconds that are performed
in 3,39 seconds on average. At the highest send rate (1120 tps), most of the oper-
ations are completed in less than 4,11 seconds.
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Figure 6.4: Throughput and latencies, write operations.

As the send rate increases, both throughput and average latencies increase accordingly
until the former reaches a plateau at circa 500 transactions per seconds. The average
latency, that represents the time to execute a transaction, grows almost linearly until it
reaches 7,39 seconds on average.
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Figure 6.5: Throughput and latencies, read operations.

The most relevant parameters from table 6.4 which presents the results of 5000 read oper-
ations sent at linearly increasing rates (from 100 to 1120). The lines expressing throughput
and average latency present similar characteristics compared to the write operation fig-
ures. However, the highest throughput corresponds to 1006 reads per seconds that are
performed in 3,39 seconds on average.
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Table 6.3: Aggregated HL Caliper reports, write operations

Succ. Fail Send
Rate
(tps)

Maximum
Latency
(s)

Minimum
Latency
(s)

Average
Latency
(s)

75%ile
Latency
(s)

Throughput
(tps)

5000 0 100 3.60 0.91 1.91 2.91 100
5000 0 200 3.88 0.81 1.92 2.96 200
5000 0 300 3.45 0.91 1.96 2.98 300
5000 0 400 6.18 0.92 3.96 4.96 398
5000 0 500 7.18 1.33 5.18 6.48 416
5000 0 601 9.18 1.22 5.85 6.75 450
5000 0 688 12.25 1.25 6.26 8.56 499
5000 0 794 14.11 1.39 6.41 8.91 488
5000 0 855 34.16 1.24 6.84 8.64 490
5000 0 910 29.34 1.45 7.46 10.46 469
5000 0 1030 27.28 1.39 7.39 10.39 477

Throughputs and latencies, given different transaction send rates. The average latency
expresses the overall time a transaction takes to send the request to one or more peers,
execute the smart contract, get the endorsements, check them, create the transaction,
send it to the ordering service, form the block and commit to the ledger. At the highest
send rate (1030 tps), most of the operations are completed in less than 10,39. It is
possible to notice that this time is much higher than the one required by the read
operations where the client can access the information locally from the closest peer,
without the need of a consensus process.
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Table 6.4: Aggregated HL Caliper reports, read operations

Succ. Fail Send
Rate
(tps)

Maximum
Latency
(s)

Minimum
Latency
(s)

Average
Latency
(s)

75%ile
Latency
(s)

Throughput
(tps)

5000 0 100 0,10 0,01 0,01 0,01 100
5000 0 200 0,18 0,01 0,02 0,03 200
5000 0 300 0,45 0,01 0,06 0,07 300
5000 0 400 1,18 0,02 0,26 0,36 398
5000 0 500 7,18 0,13 4,18 5,29 496
5000 0 599 5,18 0,02 2,55 4,03 597
5000 0 690 5,25 0,05 3,26 4,35 670
5000 0 795 6,11 0,09 3,11 4,30 793
5000 0 835 6,16 0,04 3,04 3,22 820
5000 0 904 6,34 0,05 3,46 4,23 903
5000 0 1020 6,28 0,09 3,39 4,11 1002
5000 0 1120 6,29 0,09 3,39 4,11 1006

Throughputs and latencies, given different transaction send rates. The lines expressing
throughput and average latency present similar characteristics compared to the write
operation figures. However, the highest throughput corresponds to 1006 reads per
seconds that are performed in 3,39 seconds on average. At the highest send rate (1120
tps), most of the operations are completed in less than 4,11 seconds.

6.3 Discussion

The local results obtained using JMeter and HL Caliper provide a partial view of
the performance and security of the prototype for the Haiti earthquake.

6.3.1 Network fault tolerance
The version of HL Fabric used for the prototype is the 1.1.0 that has changed a

lot of from the version 0.6. In fact before v1.0 the system supported an ordering
service based on PBFT an supporting byzantine faults. From version v1.0, the
production-ready default ordering service is based on a Kafka and Zookeeper
cluster, and supports only crash faults: when a Kafka broker crashes, one of the
Zookeepers servers re-spawn a new one.
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6.3.2 Note on security
As mentioned in the introduction chapter, the study of the other thesis work

on the blockchain prototype has the purpose to explore how much a blockchain
consensus mechanism can resist unusual behaviors before starting behaving er-
ratically, and determine if blockchain is a compatible solution to the difficulties
in natural disaster response. In fact, the resilience of a distributed blockchain net-
work depends on its consensus mechanisms: some networks tolerate Byzantine
faults while others only support crash faults. Starting from the results obtained
by analyzing the interactions within the prototype, the thesis argues that some
blockchain implementations are very well suited for answering the specific coor-
dination needs of a natural disaster: accuracy of data, faster yet precise medical
care, and control over the activity of aid organizations joining the network.

6.3.3 System performance
Based on the local results shown in the previous chapter, it is possible to eval-

uate the prototype in terms of throughput, latencies, network topology, and con-
sensus mechanisms, which, in HL Fabric, are dependent on the peers’ endorse-
ment policies. The test cases produce throughputs in the order of hundreds of
transactions per seconds (tps) for the write operations and thousands for the read
operations, whereas practical stress test on cloud infrastructures have proven to
peak at 3500/4000 tps [2] or even at 50000 tps under particular circumstances
[44]. The reason for this particular behavior can depend on the limited hardware
resources at disposal for the thesis project. Although the results - obtained with
HL Caliper and presented as aggregated reports in the previous chapter - differ
from the results presented in HL Fabric papers and whitepaper, they can provide
valuable insights to undertake a discussion on the performance of a blockchain
use case and drive conclusions based on them.

The discussion can be broken down in a list of aspects that influence latencies
and throughputs and explain the results from the test cases, as follows:

• Difference between read and write operations: The reason behind the dif-
ference between read and write operations depends on the need to commit
on the ledger. In fact, a read operation corresponds to the direct access to a
node state without the need to either invoke any smart contact logic or to
commit to the ledger. A write operation changes the state of one or more
resources and has to be committed to the ledger by passing through the
consensus process. The consensus process increases the request latencies as
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it involves network communication and multiple smart contract executions
whereas a read operation is often prompt because performed locally. In the
particular case of the presented prototype, the read operations occur with
a higher frequency compared to write operations, especially during emer-
gencies and disaster. Therefore, the information can still be accessed within
an acceptable amount of time.

• HL Fabric Policies: The policies regulate who should endorse a transaction
and how it should be endorsed. Not only it affects the number of resources
used but also the throughput and the request time as a higher number of
endorsements require more network communications and higher transac-
tion size. In fact, a transaction contains the payload, the x509 certificates of
the client, and all the peers. A typical x509 certificate is roughly 700 bytes
and significantly contributes to the size of an HL Fabric transaction.

• Network size: The HL Fabric policies also affect the size of the consensus.
In fact, a higher number of endorsements needed by consensus nodes im-
plies more communications and more time to obtain all the endorsements.
The size of the network also influences the time to commit and disseminate
new blocks as all the peer nodes must check and validate the transactions.
From the results presented in the HL Caliper aggregated reports, it is pos-
sible to infer that the prototype can handle heavy loads generated by an
emergency situation better compared to the normal situation. The reason
depends on the different and simplified consensus policies, which reduce
the communication overhead during disasters, and the smaller number of
consensus and validation nodes.

• Smart contract complexity: It is possible to say that the latency heavily
depends on the complexity of the smart contract logic. This statement is es-
pecially true for HL Fabric smart contract, as they can be non-deterministic,
unlike other permissioned or permissionless implementations (i.e., Ethereum)
where the execution must be deterministic and terminate to assure all the
machines have the same state. It implies that some operations (i.e., expen-
sive loops or call to external APIs over the Internet) can potentially increase
the computation time and the subsequent latency of a request to an HL Fab-
ric network.

6.3.4 Limitations
The results obtained from the local tests should be interpreted considering the

technical and practical limitations. These, in fact, affected the prototype design
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and deployment, the test cases, and the subsequent discussion. The most impor-
tant limitation derives from the difficulty to get free access to the cloud resources
necessary to carry out additional tests. This deficiency influenced the extension
and completeness of the testing and assessment process. Therefore the results
were derived based on local simulation environments distributed in a local access
network: the measured latencies do not take into consideration network delays
and crashes. For what concerns network crashes, these were handled automati-
cally by the Zookeeper and Kafka cluster, as well as the fabric network. Another
limitation was represented by the relative novelty of HL Fabric, its composition
of many different complex modules, and the lack of advanced knowledge or spe-
cific resources. These restrictions made difficult to improve the extension of the
blockchain prototype as deploying and debugging was extremely complex.

Despite these limitations, it was still possible to assess how the disruption
caused by a natural disaster could affect the latency and transaction throughput
of an HL Fabric permissioned blockchain network.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

In the context of blockchain for healthcare, the purpose of this thesis is to
provide a study to understand whether permissioned blockchain implementa-
tions could be of any benefit to managing health records in emergency situations
caused by natural disasters. In fact, the current literature on blockchain lacks
performance analyses, and, in particular, the literature on EHRs management
systems lacks investigation of emergencies during natural disasters. After the
design and implementation of a basic EHRs management system and the execu-
tion of a set of test cases, it was possible to discuss the benefits and trade-offs
that a blockchain solution entails. The discussion focused on performance indi-
cators like throughput, latency, success rate, consensus policies and network size
measured in two different scenarios: one reflecting the normal operations of a
blockchain network and another simulating a crisis caused by an earthquake.

The prototype for a simple blockchain based application for EHRs had to sat-
isfy some requirements like information privacy, traceability, secure information
access and sharing in a decentralized fashion. The prototype has been designed
and implemented at IBM Sweden using Hyperledger Fabric to serve as an ac-
cess control system to manage identities, provide traceability, and to be used in
extreme situation to ensure the continuity of treatment while preserving privacy
and confidentiality of users and patients. The system has been tested in a simu-
lation of a real disaster, the Haiti earthquake of 2010, to investigate how a block-
chain network (in particular, the HL Fabric network) can tolerate disruption and
partitions; and analyze how it performs during an extreme situation where a part
of the nodes in the network crashed or start presenting a Byzantine behavior.
The prototype has proven to allow the patients and practitioners to share and ac-
cess EHRs and be able to detect and react to the crisis situations by changing the
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network policies and allowing new nodes representing the rescuers and human-
itarian help. It has also proven to behave correctly in the presence of malicious
nodes.

7.1 Future work

The prototype provides a simple blockchain-based application for EHRs and
satisfies some fundamental requirements. Nevertheless, in order to be employed
by a network of hospitals, it needs more functionalities and roles as well as more
extensive tests on cloud infrastructures. The tests on the cloud could extend the
local results and provide a thorough analysis of how a more extensive network
and the geographical distribution affect the performance of a blockchain. It will
be also possible to investigate other states like pre-disaster or post-disaster to
characterize better the response to a crisis. This type of analyses is meant as a
natural continuation of the thesis work. The future work also includes the exten-
sion of the current smart contact and the addition of others to improve the lookup
and support the additional features required by an EHRs management solution.



Chapter 8

Summary

The widespread use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) in the healthcare
sector has been incentivized throughout the years by different acts and regula-
tory initiatives, with the eEIF (Health European Interoperability Framework)[13]
and the HITECH (Health and Information Technology for Economic and Clinical
Health) act [9] being some of those. In fact, EHRs are both crucial and sensitive
as they contain essential information and are frequently shared among different
parties including hospitals, pharmacies or private clinics. This information must
remain correct, up to date, private, and accessible only to the authorized peo-
ple. Moreover, the access must also be assured under special conditions - mass
crises like hurricanes or earthquakes - where disruption, decentralized responses,
and chaos could potentially lead to wrong procedures or even malicious behav-
iors. Under these exceptional circumstances, different treatments and access rules
over the EHRs must be allowed. Yet, these should be documented for auditing
and accountability purposes and should not affect the privacy of an individual
and the security of her personal information.

In the meanwhile, the introduction of blockchain - a distributed ledger where
the records are stored in a linked sequence of blocks and are theoretically difficult
to delete or tamper with [15] - made possible to design and implement new solu-
tions for more failure-resistant applications adopting a distributed and decentral-
ized philosophy, in contrast with the central ones based on cloud infrastructures
or even local solutions. In this context, the thesis provides a systematic study to
understand whether permissioned blockchain implementations could be of any
benefit to managing health records in emergency situations caused by natural
disasters.
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To achieve this, the thesis presents a summary of consensus protocols in dis-
tributed systems and a comprehensive investigation of the current applications
of blockchain to manage EHRs with a distinction between permissioned and per-
missionless models. After the design and implementation of a basic prototype
for an EHRs management system in Hyperledger Fabric (HL Fabric) that satisfies
some requirements like information privacy, traceability, secure information ac-
cess and sharing in a decentralized fashion, and the execution of a set of test cases,
it was possible to discuss the benefits and trade-offs that the system entails. The
discussion focused on the performance of a permissioned blockchain for EHRs
management. Normal and disaster scenarios were compared using scalability
indicators provided by the Performance & Scalability Working Group (PSWG)
[20][35] to get useful insights on how a crisis affects the operations of a block-
chain network.

The test was based on simulation of a real disaster: the Haiti earthquake of
2010. The goal of the tests was to demonstrate how the blockchain network can
tolerate disruption and partitions. Analyze how this system performs and reacts
to an extreme situation where a part of the nodes in the network crashed or start
presenting a Byzantine behavior caused by server failures. The system allowed
the patients and practitioners to share and access EHRs and be able to detect and
react to the crisis situations by changing the network policies and allowing new
nodes representing the rescuers and humanitarian help. Moreover, it behaved
correctly in the presence of malicious nodes assuring throughputs and latencies
still lower, compared to current centralized systems like credit card payments,
but already up to two orders of magnitude higher than permissionless block-
chain implementations. Even though there is still a lot of work to do, the system
represented by the prototype could potentially be used as a backup for healthcare
companies and be used in extreme situations to ensure the continuity of treatment
while preserving privacy and confidentiality.
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Appendix A

Smart Contract code

1 package main
2

3 import (
4 "bytes"
5 "encoding/json"
6 "fmt"
7 "strconv"
8 "time"
9

10 "github.com/hyperledger/fabric/core/chaincode/shim"
11 pb "github.com/hyperledger/fabric/protos/peer"
12 )
13

14 // SimpleChaincode example simple Chaincode implementation
15 type SimpleChaincode struct {
16 }
17

18 // MedicalRecord implements a simple chaincode to manage an
asset,!

19 type MedicalRecord struct {
20 PersonalNumber string `json:"personal_number"`
21 Firstname string `json:"firstname"`
22 Lastname string `json:"lastname"`
23 Gender string `json:"gender"`
24 Address string `json:"address"`
25 ContactPerson string `json:"contact_person"`

72
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26 Caregivers []string `json:"caregivers"`
27 Allergies []string `json:"allergies"`
28 Places []string `json:"places"`
29 ClinicalInfo []string `json:"clinicalinfo"`
30 }
31

32 // MedicalRecords implements a simple chaincode to manage
an asset,!

33 type MedicalRecords struct {
34 MedicalRecords []MedicalRecord `json:"medicalrecords"`
35 }
36

37 // Init is called during chaincode instantiation to
initialize any,!

38 // data. Note that chaincode upgrade also calls this
function to reset,!

39 // or to migrate data.
40 func (t *MedicalRecord) Init(stub

shim.ChaincodeStubInterface) pb.Response {,!

41 return shim.Success(nil)
42 }
43

44 // Invoke is called per transaction on the chaincode.
45 func (t *MedicalRecord) Invoke(stub

shim.ChaincodeStubInterface) pb.Response {,!

46 // Extract the function and args from the transaction
proposal,!

47 function, args := stub.GetFunctionAndParameters()
48 fmt.Println("invoke is running " + function)
49

50 var err error

51

52 // Route to the appropriate handler function to interact
with the ledger,!

53 if function == "getMedicalRecord" {
54 return t.getMedicalRecord(stub, args)
55 } else if function == "createMedicalRecord" {
56 return t.createMedicalRecord(stub, args)
57 } else if function == "initLedger" {
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58 return t.initLedger(stub)
59 } else if function == "deleteMedicalRecord" {
60 return t.deleteMedicalRecord(stub, args)
61 } else if function == "getHistoryForRecord" {
62 return t.getHistoryForRecord(stub, args)
63 } else if function == "queryAllRecords" {
64 return t.queryAllRecords(stub)
65 } else if function == "query" {
66 return t.Query(stub, args)
67 }
68

69 if err != nil {
70 return shim.Error(err.Error())
71 }
72

73 // Return the result as success payload
74 fmt.Println("invoke did not find func: " + function)

//error,!

75 return shim.Error("Received unknown function invocation")
76 }
77

78 // query current money of the account,should be [query
accout],!

79 func (t *MedicalRecord) Query(stub
shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) pb.Response
{

,!

,!

80 var personalNumber string // Entity
81 var err error

82

83 if len(args) != 1 {
84 return shim.Error("Incorrect number of arguments.

Expecting personal number of the person to query"),!

85 }
86

87 personalNumber = args[0]
88

89 // Get the state from the ledger
90 medicalRecord, err := stub.GetState(personalNumber)
91 if err != nil {
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92 jsonResp := "{\"Error\":\"Failed to get state for " +
personalNumber + "\"}",!

93 return shim.Error(jsonResp)
94 }
95

96 if medicalRecord == nil {
97 jsonResp := "{\"Error\":\"No medical record with

personal number " + personalNumber + "\"}",!

98 return shim.Error(jsonResp)
99 }

100

101 jsonResp := "{\"Personal number\":\"" + personalNumber +
"\",\"Medical Record\":\"" + string(medicalRecord) +
"\"}"

,!

,!

102 fmt.Printf("Query Response:%s\n", jsonResp)
103 return shim.Success(medicalRecord)
104 }
105

106 // Retrieve medical record of person with personal number
as identifier,!

107 func (t *MedicalRecord) getMedicalRecord(stub
shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) pb.Response
{

,!

,!

108 var personalNumber string // Entity
109 var err error

110

111 if len(args) != 1 {
112 return shim.Error("Incorrect number of arguments.

Expecting personal number of the person to query"),!

113 }
114

115 personalNumber = args[0]
116

117 // Get the state from the ledger
118 medicalRecord, err := stub.GetState(personalNumber)
119 if err != nil {
120 jsonResp := "{\"Error\":\"Failed to get state for " +

personalNumber + "\"}",!

121 return shim.Error(jsonResp)
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122 }
123

124 if medicalRecord == nil {
125 jsonResp := "{\"Error\":\"No medical record with

personal number " + personalNumber + "\"}",!

126 return shim.Error(jsonResp)
127 }
128

129 jsonResp := "{\"Personal number\":\"" + personalNumber +
"\",\"Medical Record\":\"" + string(medicalRecord) +
"\"}"

,!

,!

130 fmt.Printf("Query Response:%s\n", jsonResp)
131 return shim.Success(medicalRecord)
132 }
133

134 // Creates medical record with minimum args listed below
135 func (t *MedicalRecord) createMedicalRecord(stub

shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) pb.Response
{

,!

,!

136

137 // Must have: 0) PersonalNumber, 1) Firstname, 2)
Lastname, 3) Gender, 4) Address, 5) Contactperson,!

138 if len(args) != 6 {
139 return shim.Error("Incorrect number of arguments.

Expecting 6"),!

140 }
141 fmt.Println("Arg0:" + args[0])
142 fmt.Println("Arg1:" + args[1])
143 fmt.Println("Arg2:" + args[2])
144 fmt.Println("Arg3:" + args[3])
145 fmt.Println("Arg4:" + args[4])
146 fmt.Println("Arg5:" + args[5])
147

148 // Set args for the created record
149 var medicalRecord = MedicalRecord{PersonalNumber:

args[0], Firstname: args[1], Lastname: args[2],
Gender: args[3], Address: args[4], ContactPerson:
args[5]}

,!

,!

,!

150 medicalRecordAsBytes, _ := json.Marshal(medicalRecord)
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151 stub.PutState(args[0], medicalRecordAsBytes)
152

153 return shim.Success(nil)
154

155 }
156

157 // Delete medical record based on ID
158 func (t *MedicalRecord) deleteMedicalRecord(stub

shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) pb.Response
{

,!

,!

159 if len(args) != 1 {
160 return shim.Error("Incorrect number of arguments.

Expecting 1"),!

161 }
162

163 A := args[0]
164

165 // Delete the key from the state in ledger
166 err := stub.DelState(A)
167 if err != nil {
168 return shim.Error("Failed to delete state")
169 }
170

171 return shim.Success(nil)
172 }
173

174 // Gets history of values for the medical record
175 func (t *MedicalRecord) getHistoryForRecord(stub

shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) pb.Response
{

,!

,!

176

177 if len(args) < 1 {
178 return shim.Error("Incorrect number of arguments.

Expecting 1"),!

179 }
180

181 medicalRecord := args[0]
182
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183 fmt.Printf("- start getHistoryForRecord: %s\n",
medicalRecord),!

184

185 resultsIterator, err :=
stub.GetHistoryForKey(medicalRecord),!

186 if err != nil {
187 return shim.Error(err.Error())
188 }
189 defer resultsIterator.Close()
190

191 // buffer is a JSON array containing historic values for
the marble,!

192 var buffer bytes.Buffer
193 buffer.WriteString("[")
194

195 bArrayMemberAlreadyWritten := false

196 for resultsIterator.HasNext() {
197 response, err := resultsIterator.Next()
198 if err != nil {
199 return shim.Error(err.Error())
200 }
201 // Add a comma before array members, suppress it for

the first array member,!

202 if bArrayMemberAlreadyWritten == true {
203 buffer.WriteString(",")
204 }
205 buffer.WriteString("{\"TxId\":")
206 buffer.WriteString("\"")
207 buffer.WriteString(response.TxId)
208 buffer.WriteString("\"")
209

210 buffer.WriteString(", \"Value\":")
211 // if it was a delete operation on given key, then we

need to set the,!

212 //corresponding value null. Else, we will write the
response.Value,!

213 //as-is (as the Value itself a JSON marble)
214 if response.IsDelete {
215 buffer.WriteString("null")
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216 } else {
217 buffer.WriteString(string(response.Value))
218 }
219

220 buffer.WriteString(", \"Timestamp\":")
221 buffer.WriteString("\"")
222 buffer.WriteString(time.Unix(response.Timestamp.Seconds,

int64(response.Timestamp.Nanos)).String()),!

223 buffer.WriteString("\"")
224

225 buffer.WriteString(", \"IsDelete\":")
226 buffer.WriteString("\"")
227 buffer.WriteString(strconv.FormatBool(response.IsDelete))
228 buffer.WriteString("\"")
229

230 buffer.WriteString("}")
231 bArrayMemberAlreadyWritten = true

232 }
233 buffer.WriteString("]")
234

235 fmt.Printf("- getHistoryForRecord returning:\n%s\n",
buffer.String()),!

236

237 return shim.Success(buffer.Bytes())
238

239 }
240

241 // Initate ledger with sample data
242 func (t *MedicalRecord) initLedger(stub

shim.ChaincodeStubInterface) pb.Response {,!

243 medicalRecords := []MedicalRecord{ ... }
244

245 i := 0
246 for i < len(medicalRecords) {
247 recordAsBytes, _ := json.Marshal(medicalRecords[i])
248 stub.PutState(medicalRecords[i].PersonalNumber,

recordAsBytes),!

249 fmt.Println("Added", medicalRecords[i])
250 i = i + 1
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251 }
252

253 return shim.Success(nil)
254 }
255

256 // Query function dsakdposa
257 func (t *MedicalRecord) queryAllRecords(stub

shim.ChaincodeStubInterface) pb.Response {,!

258

259 startKey := "000000-0000"
260 endKey := "999999-9999"
261

262 resultsIterator, err := stub.GetStateByRange(startKey,
endKey),!

263 if err != nil {
264 return shim.Error(err.Error())
265 }
266 defer resultsIterator.Close()
267

268 // buffer is a JSON array containing QueryResults
269 var buffer bytes.Buffer
270 buffer.WriteString("[")
271

272 bArrayMemberAlreadyWritten := false

273 for resultsIterator.HasNext() {
274 queryResponse, err := resultsIterator.Next()
275 if err != nil {
276 return shim.Error(err.Error())
277 }
278 // Add a comma before array members, suppress it for

the first array member,!

279 if bArrayMemberAlreadyWritten == true {
280 buffer.WriteString(",")
281 }
282 buffer.WriteString("{\"Key\":")
283 buffer.WriteString("\"")
284 buffer.WriteString(queryResponse.Key)
285 buffer.WriteString("\"")
286
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287 buffer.WriteString(", \"Record\":")
288 // Record is a JSON object, so we write as-is
289 buffer.WriteString(string(queryResponse.Value))
290 buffer.WriteString("}")
291 bArrayMemberAlreadyWritten = true

292 }
293 buffer.WriteString("]")
294

295 fmt.Printf("- queryAllRecords:\n%s\n", buffer.String())
296

297 return shim.Success(buffer.Bytes())
298 }
299

300 // The main function is only relevant in unit test mode.
Only included here for completeness.,!

301 func main() {
302

303 // Create a new Medical Record
304 err := shim.Start(new(MedicalRecord))
305 if err != nil {
306 fmt.Printf("Error creating new Simple Asset: %s", err)
307 }
308 }

Source Code A.1: EHR Smart Contract

Written in golang, it contains the representation of the EHR and the functions to
get, insert, update and delete a record.
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